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“I Hold It That A Little Rebellion Now And Then Is A Good Thing, And As 

Necessary In The Political World As Storms In The Physical.” 

Thomas Jefferson 

ZIFL Publishes This Story at Christmas Time Every Year. I Hope You Like It Again. 
The story that follows is fiction based, in part, on a true case worked on by me. Any similarity to real people is 
unintentional. It is meant only to educate fraud professionals about how some unscrupulous people use the 
crime of insurance fraud for fun and profit during the Christmas season. 

Raymond Alexander had no religion. He cared only for himself and the money he could take from good-hearted people. 

Raymond loved the Christmas season. 

The marks were in such a kind and giving mood it wasn’t even work to take their money. 
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The Christmas before last Raymond stumbled on insurance fraud as a lucrative means of making quick, easy money. Raymond made a 
good living playing bunco schemes about town. He would work the money switch with old folks, the dip, and every possible scam 
invented to take money from honest people who had a little larceny in their hearts. 

Because he was good at what he did Raymond lived well. He leased a three-bedroom apartment in the best part of town, drove a BMW 
convertible when he wasn’t working and purchased all of his suits from a custom tailor. He ate at gourmet restaurants and collected an 
eclectic assortment of popular art dishes and Lladro figurines. 

Raymond, because he loved his collection, insured his home with the best and most expensive insurer he could find. He had his dishes 
and figurines appraised and scheduled on his policy so there was no dispute concerning their value if he had to make a claim. 

Last Christmas burglars entered Raymond’s home and stole two Lladro figurines and one art dish depicting the English Countryside on 
Spode china. Raymond was upset that a burglar ripped him off. It was his profession to rip off others. Raymond felt he now understood 
how women who had been raped must feel. 

Raymond called his insurance agent and reported his claim. To his surprise his insurer telephoned him and asked what was lost. No one 
came to his home. No one asked to come to his home to investigate. They merely called on the telephone and asked for the number of 
the police report so the insurer could obtain a copy. 

Such unthinking trust deserved to be made a victim of Raymond’s wiles. He, the consummate professional, could not resist the 
temptation. He told the person on the telephone that he was not sure what was taken and that he had only reported that which was 
obvious on first inspection to the police. As a bunco artist of the first order what came next was simple – the police officer had left him 
with a sheet of paper to list any items that he later discovered were missing. Raymond sat at his oak and leather antique partner’s desk 
and prepared his supplemental police report. On the report he listed one out of every four items on the insurance schedule. Then he 
added three Armani suits, two pairs of Ecco dress boots, a pair of Bruno Magli sport shoes, two pairs of gold cufflinks, and a simple 
Omega wristwatch. He was not greedy. 

He sent the list to the detective and a copy to the adjuster who spoke with him on the telephone. Raymond expected he would need to 
haggle and would be forced to document each item to the insurance company. Much to his surprise, two weeks later Raymond received 
a nice letter from his insurer. It advised him that the adjuster had calculated his loss, deducted $500 (his deductible) and could only pay 
$1,000 for the jewelry that was not scheduled because of a special limitation in the policy. The adjuster expressed her regret in not being 
able to pay him for everything he lost and hoped the enclosed check for $35,650 would be satisfactory. 

Since Raymond had only lost $375.50 worth of goods, he found the check to be quite satisfactory. Raymond spent the Christmas season 
in a comfortable resort in Bermuda funded by his kind and generous insurance adjuster. 

When Raymond returned from Bermuda, he took the things he had reported stolen to high-end swap meets in Long Island, New York. 
He traded one Lladro for another, one plate for another and bought some new jewelry. 

He called his appraiser, who updated the appraisal on his schedule by taking out the items Raymond had claimed were stolen and 
replacing them with the new items he had acquired. In addition, the appraiser valued all of his jewelry and added it and the new art 
pieces to the policy. His policy was renewed, and the schedule increased and changed to meet the new items with a value of more than 
$150,000.00. 

Raymond Alexander was not a greedy man. He was a successful confidence man because he was not greedy. He did not bleed his marks’ 
dry. He just took what he believed was an adequate sum of money to properly support his accustomed lifestyle. Raymond never took 
everything the mark had. He wanted the mark to know he was taken and to be too embarrassed to do anything about it. 

Raymond looked on his insurance company as another mark. He did not want to collect $150,000 from them, only enough to take him 
through the holiday season that he had not celebrated since he was four years old. 

It was time to have another loss and claim. A fire was out of the question, too messy. Robbery was dangerous and the person hired to 
fake a robbery might forget he was not supposed to really rob Raymond. A fake burglary might be worse because the police got testy 
about false police reports. He might make a mistake and they would learn the burglary was not real. 

Raymond Alexander was successful at his chosen criminal profession because he paid attention to detail. He read his insurance policy. 
Part of that policy was a Personal Articles Floater that insured scheduled items for all risks of physical loss. It had very few exclusions. 
It covered, for instance, the Lladros and the plates against loss (with no explanation) or even breakage from any cause, including an 
earthquake. 

Raymond knew he could not cause an earthquake, but he had no problem reporting that he lost his art. He removed from his home, two 
or three items at a time, for several weeks. Figurines and plates valued by his appraiser at $51,632.00 were stored at a Public Storage 
unit. The number was nice, odd and with no zeros except the cents. 

On November 15 Raymond telephoned his insurance agent to report that he returned home from a weekend trip to Massachusetts to his 
apartment in Boston and found selected parts of his collection missing. There was no evidence of a break-in to his house and all he could 
explain to the agent was that the items had disappeared, mysteriously from his home. The alarm had been set and was operating perfectly. 
It detected no intruders, but the items were gone. 

Again, Raymond was contacted by an adjuster by telephone. He learned that she was in Phoenix, Arizona and never left her desk to deal 
with claims. She asked for, and Raymond gladly gave, a recorded statement concerning the events and the items claimed lost. She kept 
him on the telephone for almost an hour taking from Raymond as much detail as he could possibly remember about each item. 

Raymond was distraught. His holiday had been ruined. The adjuster empathized with him and told him she would work hard to complete 
his claim before Christmas. She did. A check for $49,162.00 arrived in Raymond’s mailbox on November 30. They broke a record 
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getting money to him. They did no investigation other than speak to him, and they paid him promptly. Since the loss was his second 
loss in two years the adjuster sent a note to the underwriters about the loss history, and they decided not to renew Raymond for a third 
term. 

He went to his insurance broker, after he “replaced” all the missing goods and obtained an identical policy from another insurer for a 
smaller premium. They were willing to take a chance that lightning would not strike the same place three times in a row. 

Raymond enjoyed his insurance company money and did less of his normal scams. It seemed wrong to take an old woman’s savings 
through a convoluted scheme when he could wrest money from an insurer with such ease. The payments also allowed him to add to his 
collection with no new spending. 

Raymond was a happy man. His BMW had become boring to him. The state made him insure it so he had the best insurance money 
could buy from the New York Auto Insurance Specialists. 

He drove the vehicle to Boston Harbor where it was shipped to an acquaintance with whom he had done a sting in Hartford who now 
lived in Belize. For a 15% commission the BMW was sold to a General in the Belize army for its high Blue Book value. Raymond then 
reported to the Boston PD and his insurance company that his BMW had been stolen from the street in front of his apartment while he 
slept. 

Everything went well, the BMW was valued, and the insurer was ready and willing to pay Raymond low blue book value on the car. 
They did, however, automatically report the theft to the National Insurance Crime Bureau (The “NICB”) an entity that records the 
vehicle identification number of every vehicle ever shipped out of the United States. The insurer was about to send a check to Raymond 
when it received a report from NICB that the BMW had been shipped from Boston to Belize three months before the date it had been 
reported stolen. 

The insurer assigned the investigation to its Special Investigation Unit. Investigator Steve Nazarian went to Raymond’s home to 
interview him in detail. Raymond lied with alacrity until he was confronted with the shipping documents. The ease with which he had 
been caught frightened Raymond. He thought he might have to go to jail. He knew there was no way to take back the reported theft. It 
was a week before Christmas. He pleaded with Nazarian. 

“Well, Mr. Alexander” Nazarian, responded, “the state of Massachusetts takes insurance fraud very seriously. We are required to report 
you to the Insurance Fraud Bureau. They make all decisions about crime. Your insurer, on the other hand, is quite upset that you tried 
to cheat it. What do you think we should do?” 

“Just forget I made the claim. I will sign any paper you ask to withdraw my claim. Getting me arrested won’t help you.” Raymond 
suggested. 

“I just happen to have a release in my briefcase, here. Please sign it. I will report you to the IFB, but I will also report that we settled 
with you for no payment as I am required to do by law. They may have more important criminals to arrest than you.” 

“Give me the release!” Raymond exclaimed as he grabbed the release out of Steve Nazarian’s hand and signed it. “Now please leave 
my house.” 

“Of course, Mr. Alexander” Nazarian said, and with a snide accent said: “Have a Merry Christmas.” 

Raymond stayed at home through the Christmas season. He saw no one, did nothing. He ate a frozen turkey dinner alone on Christmas 
Eve. He decided he would never attempt an insurance fraud again. 

The Insurance Fraud Bureau had received, along with Nazarian’s report of Raymond’s attempted fraud, eighteen hundred reports of 
suspected fraud for the month of November. His name was put in their data base for future reference, but no file was opened. Bigger 
and more exciting fraud perpetrators took up their attention. No one was hurt. The insurance company paid no money and immediately 
cancelled all policies it had for Raymond. 

Raymond went back to his regular work taking money from widows, orphans, the sick and the partially criminal. He continued to live 
well and never again committed insurance fraud. His Christmas present to the insurance industry was to set his criminal mind to other 
victims. 

This is, of course, a Christmas fable. 

All insurers do not run all auto thefts through the NICB or ISO database. Most insurers believe whatever the insured tells them. Most 
have under-trained, understaffed and overworked claims departments who just send out money. Very few have claims personnel who 
can, like Nazarian, conduct a thorough insurance claims investigation that provides to the insureds and insurer excellence in claims 
handling. 

Most insurance criminals, unlike Raymond, know about the lack of staff, how overworked and underpaid adjusters are, and would never 
sign a release. The insurance criminal would either try to bribe the SIU investigator or sue the insurer for bad faith for having the gall 
to claim they caught them at their crime.  

Insurance fraud perpetrators do not give up a chance of easy money just because their scheme did not hold together. They change the 
scheme and bluster. Insurers, faced with an expensive defense, will pay something. Insurance criminals are not as naive as Raymond 
and insurers are not as bright and forceful as his auto insurer. Steve Nazarian would never just give Raymond a release, he would need 
to consult with management (up at least four layers) and a lawyer before he took such a chance to defeat an insurance fraud. 

Insurance fraud perpetrators, even if they feel they have been caught and will never recover, merely redouble their efforts and perpetrate 
more frauds so they can make up for the few where they are caught. Raymond Alexander gave a Christmas present to the insurance 
industry but is still loose to take advantage of the old, the poor, and the weak who are prime candidates for a bunco artist. Insurers, 
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unlike an octogenarian widow, should be better able to protect themselves from a bunco scheme. In most cases, as Raymond found, they 
are not able, willing or even care to protect themselves. 

The Christmas Present We All Need 

The Christmas present I would like is a state government willing to prosecute every insurance fraud to the limit of the law. I dream of 
an insurance industry willing to spend the money necessary to fight insurance fraud.   

Santa, this is what I want as a gift to me and the entire world: Governments and insurers willing to fight insurance fraud and give no 
quarter to the fraud perpetrator. 

“There is but one straight course, and that is to seek truth and pursue it steadily.” — George Washington  

“Private capitalism makes a steam engine; State capitalism makes pyramids.” —Frank Chodorov  

“Journalism is popular, but it is popular mainly as fiction. Life is one world, and life seen in the newspapers is another.” — G. K. 
Chesterton 
“How difficult it has been for mankind, in all ages and countries, to preserve their dearest rights and best privileges, impelled as it were 
by an irresistible fate of despotism.” —James Monroe  
“The unexamined life is not worth living.” – Socrates” 
“I cannot give you the formula for success, but I can give you the formula for failure --- which is: Try to please everybody.” —  
Herbert Swope  
“Many wise words are spoken in jest, but they don’t compare with the number of stupid words spoken in earnest.” —  Sam Levenson  
“My mind rebels at stagnation... I abhor the dull routine of existence. I crave for mental exaltation.”– Arthur Conan Doyle 
“Aging is an extraordinary process whereby you become the person that you always should have been.” – David Bowie 
“Those who say it can’t be done are usually interrupted by others doing it.” – James Baldwin 

Stephen Jones, 63, senior partner at London firm Jirehouse Partners, pleaded guilty at Southwark Crown Court to two counts of fraud 
by abuse of his position of trust as a solicitor in relation to money intended to be used by his clients to buy a Scottish castle. 

Sentencing Jones at Southwark Crown Court this week, Judge Martin Griffith said he had acted with ‘rank dishonesty’ and caused 
immense damage. The judge said that Jones’s conduct was ‘obviously prosecutable’ and crying out for a prosecution that the police and 
CPS had left for the private prosecutor to conduct. 

In 2019, in civil proceedings in the High Court to trace and recover the stolen money, Jones was jailed for 14 months for contempt of 
court for breaching undertakings to disclose its whereabouts. 

At the time, Mr Justice Zacaroli directed that the case papers be sent to the CPS. But, after 18 months of failure to act by the police and 
the CPS, US property development company Discovery Land instructed Steven Kay KC and Max Hardy of 9BR Chambers under the 
bar direct access scheme, to take a private prosecution on its behalf. 

Partnership 
The events date back to April 2018, when Discovery Land instructed Jones to oversee the purchase of Taymouth Castle, near Kenmore, 
Perthshire. Queen Victoria and Prince Albert spent time at the neo-Gothic building during their honeymoon in 1840. 

The court heard that Jones diverted the purchase monies sent to him and, when completion was due to take in December 2018, used 
stalling tactics to falsely claim that there were compliance and money laundering issues with the funds. Jones advised Discovery Land 
that if it transferred fresh funds he could complete the purchase, causing the clients to pay for the castle twice. 

He invented compliance issues as a reason why Discovery Land’s money could not be returned, even making a suspicious activity report 
to the National Crime Agency to block its access to the reality that the money had vanished. 

Advert 
The court was told that Jones never returned the money and has never revealed to whom it was diverted. 

In 2019, the Solicitors Regulation Authority closed down Jirehouse Partners and in December 2020 referred Jones to the Solicitors 
Disciplinary Tribunal. Jones’s case has yet to be dealt with and he remains on the roll. 
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Kay told the Gazette: ‘It is very surprising that the police and CPS would ignore a direction from a High Court judge and displays a 
complete lack of respect of the judicial system.’ It was also ‘surprising’ that Jones remains on the roll.  

He added: ‘We received no cooperation whatsoever from the SRA. They even caused us to pay their costs in relation to a witness we 
discovered at a late stage that we were bound to investigate as part of our duties as the private prosecutor.’ 

Edward Levey KC, a barrister at Fountain Court who acted for Discovery Land in the 2019 civil proceedings, said: ‘The [CPS’s] decision 
not to prosecute would seem indefensible in light of the guilty plea and the 12-year sentence.’ He added: ‘Mr Jones would have walked 
away scot-free if Discovery Land had not had the resources and determination to bring a private prosecution.’ 

In 2009 ZIFL posted an editorial with New Year’s Resolutions for every person involved in the business of insurance. I repeat it again, 
with some modification, in this issue and add some thoughts for 2023. 

Insurance fraud of all types continues to grow to epidemic levels. It is perpetrated by people of every race, religion, national origin, 
financial situation, sexual orientation, age, or physical condition.  

As the US economy tanks under the weight of inflation and the value of the dollar drops people turn to insurance fraud as a “safe” crime 
where their financial problems can be cured.  

Arson for profit, fake thefts, fake injuries all grow logarithmically as it people are laid off from lucrative, well-paying jobs, and it 
becomes more difficult to earn an honest living.  

Evidence has established that even when convicted the fraud perpetrators receive as little as probation or one day in jail and rarely are 
sentenced to multiple years in jail regardless of the extent of the fraud. It often seems that everyone is involved in fraud. Governmental 
agencies designed to protect consumers, prosecutors, and judges all add to the problem because they have no empathy for insurers, 
investors, or Wall Street brokers, as victims. 

As a reader of ZIFL you know that most criminal convictions are of people defrauding government backed insurance programs like 
Medicare, Medicaid, National Flood Insurance and crop insurance. 

Resolutions for 2023 
As you read this issue of ZIFL it is time to consider the New Year’s Resolutions to make for the upcoming new year that must be better 
than this strange 2022. 

I, and every person involved in the investigation, handling, examination of potential fraud and those who represent insurers who are 
victims of insurance fraud must commit to show no mercy or tolerance for those who perpetrate fraud against insurers.  

My Resolutions for this year, that I hope you will emulate, include: 

1. I will refuse to recommend to a client to pay an insured or claimant when evidence is gathered that establishes, beyond a 
preponderance of available evidence, that a fraud is attempted. 

2. If the insured or claimant sues, every insurer with whom I consult will be ready to take the matter to trial by jury and will never 
offer money to settle the litigation. 

3. I will recommend to my clients that they report all suspected fraud to the appropriate state or federal agency. 
4. I will demand that the state or federal agency investigate and prosecute all frauds. 
5. I will demand that all convicted fraud perpetrators serve time in jail and make full restitution to the insurer. 
6. I will convince every insurer with whom I consult staff a fully trained and effective SIU. 
7. I will direct all members of insurers with whom I consult that the SIU is instructed to ascertain that every suspected fraudulent 

claim is investigated thoroughly. 
8. I will recommend that ever insurer only retain defense counsel who are competent and ready to take every fraud case to trial. 
9.  I will recommend that every insurer always inform all defense counsel that they will have no authority to settle any suit based 

on a fraudulent claim. 
10. I will lobby the state Legislature and Congress for definite, mandatory sentencing so that the wild variations shown in the 

“Good News” Section below will not continue. 
11. I will recommend that every insurer refuse to ever pay a nuisance settlement to a fraud perpetrator. 
12. I will continue to recommend that every insurer train all personnel, whether involved in claims or not, on how to recognize 

insurance fraud. 
13. I will continue to recommend that every insurer train all insurance sales staff on how to recognize potential fraud before a 

policy is issued. 
14. I will continue to create insurance law, insurance fraud, and insurance claims videos and training programs. 
15. I will continue to write insurance books discussing the practicalities of insurance coverage, insurance claims, and insurance 

claims handling. 
16. I will continue to serve as an insurance claims, coverage and insurance fraud expert witness as long as my health allows. 
17. I will continue to write training programs for insurance professionals and insurance claims personnel. 
18. I will write an issue of ZIFL twice a month. 
19. I will ask each reader of ZIFL to do everything possible to encourage similar work to help others to defeat insurance fraud. 
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I hope to be able to fulfill the resolutions, and by so doing, work to reduce the amount of fraud and reduce the logarithmic growth of 
insurance fraud in the United States. Consider, if you are an insurance fraud professional, to adopt the resolutions for 2023. 
 

 

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE has published five days a week videos on insurance claims, insurance claims law, insurance fraud and 
insurance coverage matters at https://www.rumble.com/zalma.https://rumble.com/c/c-262921. 

He now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance 
bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and he practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance 
coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 55 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and 
zalma@zalma.com. 

Mr. Zalma is the first recipient of the first annual Claims Magazine/ACE Legend Award. 

Over the last 55 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has 
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance 
claims professionals. See the more than 500 videos at https://www.rumble.com/zalma  

An Article I Wrote for the CPCU Society’s “Insights” Magazine 
The preponderance of attempted insurance fraud is staggering and costly. But perhaps even more startling, and certainly more avoidable, 
is the often-muted response to such crime. The Coalition Against Insurance Fraud estimates that insurance fraud costs the industry more 
than $308 billion a year. No one knows the full amount because most insurance fraud attempts succeed. 

This article examines the extent of damage inflicted by insurance fraud, as well as strategies for deterring, and ultimately defeating, it. 
You can read it at CPCUSociety_INSIGHTS_Winter2022_Insurance_Fraud 

To eradicate, or at least significantly reduce, fraud, insurance companies and states must work together, with each state invested in 
aggressively and vigorously fighting this crime. Today, a person perpetrating an insurance fraud need only be concerned about payment 
delays or reduced amounts. Criminal prosecution of insurance fraud is so minuscule, in relation to the amount of fraud, as to be 
nonexistent—and certainly does not act as a deterrent. 

This article was originally published in the Winter 2022 edition of Insights: A Professional Journal by the CPCU Society and is 
shared with permission from The Institutes CPCU Society. 

CPCUSociety_INSIGHTS_Winter2022_Insurance_Fraud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My client duped me, a banker desperately contended in court after helping disbarred personal-injury attorney Alex Murdaugh 
steal money from insurance settlements of clients in South Carolina. Russell Laffitte was convicted anyway. He was CEO of 
Palmetto State Bank, and the embattled Murdaugh’s personal banker. Laffitte loaned Murdaugh and himself money stolen from the 
insurance settlements — diverting the money from personal injury or death cases. Lafitte lied in court that he just followed the 
instructions of one of his biggest clients, who lied to and manipulated him. Except that Murdaugh gave Laffitte checks written to the 
bank instead of clients. This allowed Murdaugh to divert the clients’ insurance funds to others to whom he owed money — his law firm, 
clients he cheated, or family members. Laffitte was convicted and could spend decades in federal prison when sentenced. Murdaugh is 
the scion of a prominent legal family in South Carolina. He faces nearly 100 charges. Among them: Hiring a hitman to shoot him so he 
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could receive a $10M life insurance payout (that plot failed); stealing the client insurance settlements with Laffitte; and killing his wife 
and other son. 

Chasing after a crash-damage claim cost Denver firefighter Michael G. Chalchesa’s career and piled on criminal fraud charges, 
prosecutors say. Here are the allegations: After the crash, Chalchesa told adjustors he bought parts for his Tesla from Craigslist, had a 
friend who worked for Tesla make the repairs, and a second friend paint the bumper. Yet he didn’t have any repair invoices. Chalchesa 
bought a new auto policy an hour after the crash. But he argued with an Allstate investigator that his coverage began before the collision. 
Chalchesa recruited his friends to lie to investigators about the repairs as well. The investigators studied bodycam video, which 
contradicted Chalchesa’s story — namely the severity of damage and whether the car was towed. Nor did Chalchesa’s friend work for 
Tesla. The fire department fired Chalchesa, who was on probationary employment status. 

Ohio Woman Ordered to Pay Over $17k in Restitution. The Ohio BWC’s Special Investigations Department recently announced 
that on Nov 1, 2022, Frances Davis pleaded guilty to one count of attempt to commit workers’ compensation fraud, a fifth-degree felony, 
and pay $17,144.79 in restitution. BWC’s Special Investigations Department (SID) opened an investigation into Davis after their 
Intelligence Unit identified she potentially earned wages when she was also receiving disability benefits from BWC.  The investigation 
confirmed Davis worked for seven different employers over the course of two years. While collecting BWC benefits, she held positions 
such as manager, assistant manager, packer, and machine operator. A Franklin County judge found Frances Davis guilty and sentenced 
her to pay the restitution as well as five years of community control. 

Unused dentures piled up when dentist Edward T. Buford illegally bribed Medicaid beneficiaries to be fitted for dentures they 
didn’t need. Buford ran a clinic in Washington, D.C. He paid kickbacks to patient recruiters for referring Medicaid beneficiaries to 
him for dental services. The recruiters paid cash bribes to beneficiaries to visit Buford for dental services. Medicaid paid substantially 
more for dentures than for many other dental services, including tooth cleanings. Buford paid larger cash kickbacks to recruiters — 
about $50 per beneficiary — for agreeing to be fitted for dentures. He typically paid the beneficiaries $20 to be fitted for dentures. Many 
beneficiaries never returned to Buford after receiving the cash bribe, though he kept billing Medicaid for denture appointments and the 
dentures themselves. He stored hundreds of undelivered dentures in his office. The $1.2M scam earned Buford 30 months in federal 
prison. 

Despite insisting he was a changed man, disgraced ortho fraudster Spyros Panos kept defrauding while in prison and when he 
got out, then denied his crimes before he was sentenced. Let’s back up: Panos made a fortune botching surgeries and falsely billing 
insurers $35M. The Poughkeepsie, N.Y. ortho left patients disabled, in agony. Panos often did 20 surgeries a day. He was handed 4½ 
years in federal prison — plus a permanent playdate in the Insurance Fraud Hall of Shame. Then while in prison after giving up his med 
license, Panos impersonated another doc and sold peer-review reports to firms that needed a doc’s opinion in workers’ comp cases. 
Panos kept selling the reports after his release from prison, receiving $876K for his work. He also used false documents to delay 
sentencing in the current case — claiming he had COVID-19 and then suffered from a related pneumonia. Then finally at sentencing, 
Panos objected to the “validity and voluntariness” of his guilty plea. He denied posing as another doc or engaging in ID theft. Panos 
also denied writing comp reports — he merely supplied notes to the peer-review companies. They used his notes to create their own 
reports, Panos lied. The court wasn’t amused, giving Panos nearly 10 years in prison for his latest crimes. 

Andrew M. Rodriguez filed a claim with National General Insurance after damaging his loaner car — a Nissan Versa — that he 
drove while his Chevy Malibu was being repaired.  The Sunnyside, Wash. man was driving when the Nissan rear-ended a 2006 Acura. 
Police didn’t respond to the collision — he claimed. National General paid for the damage to both vehicles and paid the garage repairing 
Rodriguez’s Malibu for its loss of the use of a loaner car. However, National General later learned from the law firm representing the 
Acura’s driver that a police report was filed after the October collision. That report said Marissa L. Lopez — an excluded driver on 
Rodriguez’s auto policy — drove at the time of the collision. The National General interviewed the Acura’s driver about the collision, 
and the driver confirmed this info. The Washington insurance department’s Criminal Investigation Unit found that Lopez was driving 
during the collision, and Rodriguez wasn’t in the car; Lopez had also texted the Acura driver, asking her to tell National General that 
Rodriguez drove. Lopez and Rodriguez pled guilty; they must repay $17K and perform 80 hours of community service.  

Chasing after a crash-damage claim cost Denver firefighter Michael G. Chalchesa’s career and piled on criminal fraud charges, 
prosecutors say. Here are the allegations: After the crash, Chalchesa told adjustors he bought parts for his Tesla from Craigslist, had a 
friend who worked for Tesla make the repairs, and a second friend paint the bumper. Yet he didn’t have any repair invoices. Chalchesa 
bought a new auto policy an hour after the crash. But he argued with an Allstate investigator that his coverage began before the collision. 
Chalchesa recruited his friends to lie to investigators about the repairs as well. The investigators studied bodycam video, which 
contradicted Chalchesa’s story — namely the severity of damage and whether the car was towed. Nor did Chalchesa’s friend work for 
Tesla. The fire department fired Chalchesa, who was on probationary employment status. 
My client duped me, a banker desperately contended in court after helping disbarred personal-injury attorney Alex Murdaugh 
steal money from insurance settlements of clients in South Carolina. Russell Laffitte was convicted anyway. He was CEO of 
Palmetto State Bank, and the embattled Murdaugh’s personal banker. Laffitte loaned Murdaugh and himself money stolen from the 
insurance settlements — diverting the money from personal injury or death cases. Lafitte lied in court that he just followed the 
instructions of one of his biggest clients, who lied to and manipulated him. Except that Murdaugh gave Laffitte checks written to the 
bank instead of clients. This allowed Murdaugh to divert the clients’ insurance funds to others to whom he owed money — his law firm, 
clients he cheated, or family members. Laffitte was convicted and could spend decades in federal prison when sentenced. Murdaugh is 
the scion of a prominent legal family in South Carolina. He faces nearly 100 charges. Among them: Hiring a hitman to shoot him so he 
could receive a $10M life insurance payout (that plot failed); stealing the client insurance settlements with Laffitte; and killing his wife 
and other son. 
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Claiming he was too injured to work, home builder Daniel Joseph Lesieur kept hammering nails while hauling down $127K of 
workers’ comp money, prosecutors charge in Vancouver, Wash. The alleged criminal case: Lesieur hurt his left shoulder shoveling 
asphalt for a road crew. He started receiving workers’ comp wage replacement money from the state Department of Labor & Industries, 
based partly on his statements. Six weeks after filing the L&I injury claim, Lesieur signed a contract for his company — Elk Ridge 
Custom Homes — for consumer construction projects for a national home improvement chain. His project bid said he had a work crew 
and $1.5M of annual sales. Lesieur neither said that in his L&I benefits paperwork, nor told his medical providers about his company 
or the contract. Investigators interviewed more than 15 customers. Lesieur provided them bids or home remodeling services for the 
national chain, they said. Yet he kept telling L&I he couldn’t work — while the national building chain paid him more than $216K for 
contract work. Lesieur’s charged with first-degree theft. 

The insurance industry has been less than effective in training its personnel. Their employees, whether in claims, underwriting or sales, 
are hungry for education and training to improve their work in the industry. 

Insurers without sufficient personnel to make a classroom training program practical have available options. If the insurer desires to 
honor its employees who wish to improve their knowledge and skills can do so inexpensively by adding to each employee’s library a 
complete insurance library by internationally recognized insurance coverage, claims handling, fraud, and insurance law expert and 
author, Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE. 

If funds are not available for training vendors can be willing to assist. Although vendors are usually prohibited from making gifts to the 
insurer’s employees, they may agree to donations to the insurer of educational materials that will help the employees improve their 
abilities for acknowledgement of the presentation. 

Every insurer, insurance syndicate, insurance brokerage, insurance sales agency, insurer branch office, and vendors to the insurance 
industry should add to the libraries of their various offices or employees. 

To add to the professionalism of the staff of insurance professionals, the insurer should make available to each the following books that 
are available at reasonable prices from amazon.com, the American Bar Association, Thomson Reuters, or Full Court Press, written by 
Barry Zalma. Details about each book are available at Barry Zalma’s Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-
claims-library/: 

 The Compact Book on Ethics for the Insurance Professional 

 The Compact Book of Adjusting Property Insurance Claims – Third 
Edition 

 The Compact Book of Adjusting Liability Claims – Third Edition 

 How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a 
Commercial Property Insurance Policy 

 The Tort of Bad Faith 

 The Equitable Remedy of Rescission 

 Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter 

 The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance Claims 

 Insurance Fraud – Volume I and Volume II 

 Construction Defects and Insurance Second Edition (8 volumes) 

 Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone 

 California SIU Regulations 2020 

 California Fair Claims Settlement Practices Regulations 2022 

 Zalma’s Mold & Fungi Handbook 

 Zalma on Insurance Claims – Third Edition (ten volumes) 

 Mold Claims (two volumes) 

 Several True Insurance Crimes Novels and Novellas 

 From the American Bar Association  

o Getting the Whole Truth: Interviewing Techniques for the 
Lawyer 

o The Commercial Property Insurance Policy Deskbook 

o The Insurance Fraud Deskbook 

o Diminution in Value Damages 

 From Full Court Press  

o The Insurance Law Deskbook 

o California Insurance Law Deskbook 

o Zalma on Property and Casualty Insurance 

o Insurance Bad Faith and Punitive Damages Deskbook 

 From Thomson Reuters  

o Property Investigation Checklists Uncovering Insurance 
Fraud, 13th Edition 

Details about each book available at the Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-
claims-library/ 

Free Resources 
In addition you should make available the following free services: the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter at https://zalma.com/zalmas-insurance-
fraud-letter-2/; Mr. Zalma is on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; Barry Zalma videos are available at Rumble.com at 
https://rumble.com/c/c-262921; Barry Zalma videos on YouTube- at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCysiZklEtxZsSF9DfC0Expg; Read posts from Barry Zalma at 
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https://parler.com/profile/Zalma/posts and GTTR at https://gettr.com/@zalma;  the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma. 

Subscription Services 
You can subscribe, for only $5 a month or $50 a year, to special videos from “Zalma on Insurance” at 
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe; and “Excellence in Claims Handling” at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. 

Florida legislative leaders, working with the proclamation from Sen. President Kathleen Passidomo and House Speaker Paul Renner 
notes that the five-day special session of the Florida Legislature will consider ways to reduce the cost of property insurance claims 
litigation, improve the availability of reinsurance, limit assignment-of-benefits agreements, and reduce the size of the state-created 
Citizens Property Insurance Corp. 

But the agenda also included legislation to: 

 Reduce the cos of litigation regarding property insurance claims. 

 Foster the availability of reinsurance for property insurance, 

 Improve claims handing practices in property insurance; 

 Modify deadlines for notices of property insurance losses and limit the assignment of benefits under property insurance policies; 

 Prescribe property insurance requirements regarding alternative dispute processes, coverage options and agent practices; 

 Increase oversight of property insurance market participants;  

 Improve the financial stability of the Citizens Property Insurance Corporation; 

 Provide tax relief and other financial assistance related to damages resulting from hurricanes; and 

 Provide necessary appropriations. 

Reforming Florida’s one-way attorney fee statute has been much discussed. Those could include shortening the time that insurers have 
to deny or accept claims. 

Florida now allows up to 90 days in most claims. But some states, such as Louisiana, provide a hard deadline of 30 days. 

Others have said that the proclamation item could mean that lawmakers will move to limit the role of public adjusters in the claims-
filing. 

The agenda item regarding more oversight of insurers may translate into giving the Office of Insurance Regulation more authority or 
more flexibility. That could mean giving OIR more tools to oversee managing general agents and their transactions with affiliate 
companies. 

At the Florida Chamber of Commerce Insurance Summit in Orlando, state Insurance Commissioner David Altmaier on Tuesday did  

At the first insurance special session in May, legislative leaders and the governors’ office agreed on two bills, which were published just 
a few days ahead of the session and saw few changes during deliberations. 

By listing several items in the proclamation, lawmakers may be trying to limit the scope of what can be discussed. The session also will 
consider property tax relief and other financial assistance “related to damages resulting from Hurricanes Ian and Nicole,” and additional 
mechanisms to support the Division of Emergency Management in its disaster response efforts. 

I would hope that the special session will also considers increasing efforts of the state to investigate, pursue, prosecute and convict those 
involved in attempting or accomplishing insurance fraud. 
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Jennifer Perez, a partner with the Gauthier Murphy & Houghtaling law firm, agreed to the terms of an “interim probation” imposed by 
the Florida Bar, according to court records. She closed down the tent and trailer that the firm had set up in the parking lot of a defunct 
North Fort Meyers motel and agreed to provide the bar with a copy of a signed lease agreement for the law firm’s Florida office. 

Perez, a Florida lawyer whose law license was suspended after setting up a “mobile claim center” near Fort Myers is now able to resume 
the practice of law under the terms of an agreement she reached with the Florida Bar. 

Investigators for the Bar accused Perez of attempting to improperly solicit clients by using the trailer marked “mobile claim center” at 
the same time the state Department of Financial Services and Federal Emergency Management Agency were operating an “insurance 
village” to help Hurricane Ian victims. The Bar noted that the name of the law firm, which is headquartered in the New Orleans area, 
had been covered with sheets of plastic. Materials at the site represented the address of the closed-down motel as if that were the address 
of GM&H’s Florida satellite office. 

Perez told Bar investigators that she did not sign up any new clients at the mobile claim center but used the facility as an interim office 
and occasionally met with the firm’s existing clients. 

The Florida Supreme Court suspended Perez’s law license on November 28, 2022 and appointed a referee to hear the Bar’s charges 
against Perez. 

The referee, Judge Charles E. Roberts of the 12th Judicial Circuit in Sarasota, issued a report on December 2, 2022 stating that Perez 
and attorneys for the Bar have reached an agreement for an “interim probation.”  

The agreement allows Perez to continue practicing law as long as she meets several conditions: 

 Provide a copy of her partnership agreement with the GM&H law firm and a copy of the lease agreement for the firm’s satellite 
office in Fort Myers. The agreement shows that Perez is now using the address of 3436 Marination Lane, Suite L1(R), North 
Fort Myers, FL 33903. 

 Pay $750 to register and attend a Bar ethics class on Jan. 26-27. 

 Provide the Bar with the names and contact information for all persons or entities that the firm has agreed to represent via the 
Florida mobile claim center or submit an affidavit stating that there were no such agreements. 

 Provide the Bar with a copy of her partnership agreement with GM&H law firm, which is headquartered in the New Orleans 
area. 

 Provide the bar with a list of her Florida clients and copies of any fee agreements. 

 Submit a sworn statement every Monday establishing her compliance with “maintaining a true interstate law firm” as 
established by Florida case law. 

 Provide the Bar each month with copies of trust records showing that she is complying with its rules regarding the operation 
of client trust accounts. 

The Florida Supreme Court approved the probation agreement. That order “dissolves” the emergency suspension imposed the week 
before. 

Settlement Against Contra Costa Facility Resolving Allegations of Patient Abuse and Neglect 
San Miguel Villa subjected its patients to poor care due to understaffing and effectively rendered a number of its services useless. 
Today’s settlement amounts to a total of $2.3 million, with California receiving $1.2 million. 

California secured a settlement against the Contra Costa County skilled nursing facility resolving allegations of understaffing and patient 
abuse and neglect. The settlement resolves claims that for five years, corporate profits should never be placed above patient needs and 
care. Every patient is entitled to humane care, and skilled nursing facilities should always have the appropriate level of staffing to ensure 
this standard of dignity is met. 

In June 2017, the California Department of Justice’s Division of Medi-Cal Fraud and Elder Abuse (DMFEA) responded to a report from 
the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of California (USAO) involving allegations of overmedication of residents at San 
Miguel Villa. The USAO requested DMFEA assistance in the investigation. The investigation, conducted by DMFEA and the USAO, 
analyzed residents’ medical charts, surveys from the California Department of Public Health, prescription records, and publicly available 
staffing information from 2012-2017 – the time frame when the alleged mistreatment occurred. The investigation uncovered evidence 
of understaffing at the facility resulting in harm to residents, such as increased falls, patient-on-patient violence, weight loss, and 
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overmedication to render patients more manageable. The settlement amounts to a total of $2.3 million, with California receiving $1.2 
million. 

Florence Woman Guilty of Fraud and Exploiting Two Assisted Living Residents 

Regan Simone Carter, 57 years old, of Florence, SC, pleaded guilty in Florence County to two counts of Exploitation of a Vulnerable 
Adult and two counts of Breach of Trust with Fraudulent Intent, value of $10,000 or more. Carter was sentenced to five years in prison, 
suspended to five years of probation for Exploitation of a Vulnerable Adult, and seven years in prison, suspended to five years of 
probation for Breach of Trust. Carter was also ordered to pay restitution in the amount of $30,000. 

An SCMFCU investigation revealed that between the dates of September 1, 2018, and November 30, 2021, Carter, as a power of attorney 
for the two victims, willfully made, with fraudulent intent, unlawful and improper use of the victims’ funds and assets. During the time 
of the alleged misconduct, both victims, vulnerable adults under South Carolina law, resided at Elmcroft Assisted Living in Florence, 
who referred this matter to the AG for investigation. 

Three Health Care Providers Agree to Pay $22.5 Million for Alleged False Claims to California’s 
Medicaid Program 
Dignity Health (Dignity), a not-for-profit health system that owns and operates three hospitals and one clinic in Santa Barbara County 
and San Luis Obispo County, California, and Twin Cities Community Hospital (Twin Cities) and Sierra Vista Regional Medical 
Center (Sierra Vista), two acute healthcare facility subsidiaries of Tenet Healthcare Corporation operating in San Luis Obispo 
County, California, have agreed to pay a total of $22.5 million pursuant to two separate settlements to resolve allegations that they 
violated the federal False Claims Act and the California False Claims Act by causing the submission of false claims to Medi-Cal related 
to Medicaid Adult Expansion under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). 

Pursuant to the ACA, beginning in January 2014, Medi-Cal was expanded to cover the previously uninsured “Adult Expansion” 
population – adults between the ages of 19 and 64 without dependent children with annual incomes up to 133% of the federal poverty 
level. The federal government fully funded the expansion coverage for the first three years of the program. Under contracts with 
California’s Department of Health Care Services (DHCS), if a California county organized health system (COHS) did not spend at least 
85% of the funds it received for the Adult Expansion population on “allowed medical expenses,” the COHS was required to pay back 
to the state the difference between 85% and what it actually spent. California, in turn, was required to return that amount to the federal 
government. 

The two settlements resolve allegations that Dignity, Twin Cities and Sierra Vista knowingly caused the submission of false claims to 
Medi-Cal for “Enhanced Services” that Dignity purportedly provided to the Adult Expansion patients of a COHS between Feb. 1, 2015, 
and June 30, 2016, and that Twin Cities and Sierra Vista purportedly provided to such patients between Jan. 1, 2014, and April 30, 2015. 
The United States and California alleged that the payments were not “allowed medical expenses” permissible under the contract between 
DHCS and the COHS; were pre-determined amounts that did not reflect the fair market value of any Enhanced Services provided; and/or 
the Enhanced Services were duplicative of services already required to be rendered. The United States and California further alleged 
that the payments were unlawful gifts of public funds in violation of the California Constitution. 

As a result of the settlements, Dignity will pay $13.5 million to the United States and $1.5 million to the State of California, and Twin 
Cities and Sierra Vista will pay $6.75 million to the United States and $750,000 to the State of California. 

The civil settlements include the resolution of claims brought under the qui tam or whistleblower provisions of the False Claims Act by 
Julio Bordas, the former medical director of the COHS that contracted with Dignity, Twin Cities, and Sierra Vista for the provision of 
health care services under Medi-Cal. Under the act, a private party can file an action on behalf of the United States and receive a portion 
of any recovery. The qui tam case is captioned United States and State of California ex rel. Bordas v. Dignity Health and Tenet 
Healthcare Corporation, et al. (C.D. Cal.). Mr. Bordas will receive $3.9 million as his share of the federal recovery. 

It Pays to be a Whistleblower 
The resolution obtained in this matter was the result of a coordinated effort between the Justice Department’s Civil Division, Commercial 
Litigation Branch, Fraud Section, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Central District of California and the California Department of 
Justice, with assistance from HHS-OIG and DHCS. 

South Florida Woman Sentenced To 3 Years for Her Role in A Health Care Fraud Conspiracy 
Ruth Bianca Fernandez (39, Pompano Beach) was sentenced to three years in federal prison for her role in a conspiracy to commit 
health care fraud and for making a false statement in a matter involving a federal health care benefit program. As part of her sentence, 
the court ordered Fernandez to pay approximately $12 million to the affected government health programs and an insurance company, 
which obligation is joint and several with other coconspirators. The court also entered an order of forfeiture against Fernandez in the 
amount of $62,650. Fernandez had pleaded guilty on October 18, 2021. 

According to court documents, beginning in January 2018 and continuing into April 2019, Patsy Truglia, previously sentenced to a 15-
year term of imprisonment, Fernandez, who worked directly under Truglia’s supervision and direction, and other conspirators generated 
medically unnecessary physicians’ orders via their telemarketing operation for certain orthotic devices — knee braces, back braces, 
wrist braces, and other braces — referred to as durable medical equipment (“DME”).  

Through the telemarketing operation, federal health care program beneficiaries’ (i.e., Medicare beneficiaries’) personal and medical 
information was harvested to create the unnecessary DME brace orders. The brace orders were then forwarded to purported 
“telemedicine” vendors that, in exchange for a fee, paid illegal bribes to physicians to sign the orders, often without ever contacting the 
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beneficiaries to conduct the required telehealth consultations. The fraudulent, illegal brace orders were then returned to Truglia’s 
telemarketing operation, which used the orders as support for millions of dollars in false and fraudulent claims submitted to the Medicare 
program. To avoid Medicare scrutiny, Truglia and Fernandez spread the fraudulent claims across five DME storefronts operated under 
Truglia’s control and Fernandez’s day-to-day management. In all, through their five storefronts, Truglia, Fernandez, and other 
conspirators caused approximately $25 million in fraudulent DME claims to be submitted to Medicare, resulting in approximately $12 
million in payments. 

Former Sarasota Pain Doctor Sentenced to 3.5 Years for a Health Care Fraud Kickback Conspiracy 
Dr. Steven Chun (59, Sarasota, Florida) was sentenced for conspiring to pay and receive kickbacks and bribes. Chun was sentenced to 
three years and six months in federal prison and ordered to forfeit $278,900, the proceeds of his offenses. On May 24, 2022, a federal 
jury found Chun and Daniel Tondre (52, Tampa) guilty of conspiring to pay and receive kickbacks and bribes, in the form of speaker 
fees, in return for prescribing the fentanyl spray, Subsys. Both were also convicted of five separate substantive counts of paying and 
receiving kickbacks. Tondre is scheduled for sentencing on December 15, 2022. 

According to evidence presented during the 10-day trial, Chun was a doctor who owned and operated a pain management medical 
practice in Sarasota where he prescribed a large volume of Subsys, an expensive form of liquid fentanyl designed to be applied under 
the tongue (sublingual spray), allowing it to rapidly enter the bloodstream to help relieve break-through pain in certain cancer patients. 
Tondre was employed as a sales representative by Insys Therapeutics, Inc., the company that manufactured and sold Subsys. Insys, 
through its sales representative, Tondre, actively marketed Subsys to Chun by holding bogus and sham speaker events, and paid Chun 
$2,400 to $3,000 per speaker event in return for Chun writing more and higher dosages of Subsys prescriptions. The sham speaker 
programs were often only attended by Chun’s family and friends, or repeat attendees, and included many falsified or forged signatures 
of attendees. The sham speaker programs were designed to conceal and disguise kickbacks and bribes paid to Chun to induce him to 
prescribe Subsys. 

According to the evidence, Insys paid Chun more than $278,900 in illegal kickbacks and bribes via the sham speaker programs over a 
period of less than three years. Tondre earned more than $737,000 in salary and sales commissions over a period of two and half years. 
Medicare Part D paid more than $4.5 million for Subsys prescriptions written by Chun. 

During the sentencing hearing, two former patients of Chun testified regarding the devastating impact that Subsys had on their lives. 

Mansfield, Ohio Medicaid Fraud Case Yields Prison Sentence 
The owner of G L Tate & Associates, an outpatient treatment center for substance-use disorders in Mansfield, has been sentenced to 6 
years in prison for defrauding the Ohio Department of Medicaid and will repay $1.57 million, Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost 
announced today. 

Geron L. Tate, a Mansfield resident, was sentenced in Richland County Common Pleas Court after pleading guilty to one count of 
aggravated theft, a second-degree felony, and one count of Medicaid fraud, a third-degree felony. 

As part of the plea agreement, Tate will pay $1,572,386.21 in restitution to the Department of Medicaid’s benefits program. 

Investigators with Yost’s Health Care Fraud Section determined that Tate billed the Ohio Medicaid program for counseling services that 
were never rendered. Based on recipient interviews, investigators determined that Tate submitted approximately 5,000 claims for 
services that were not provided. Additionally, investigators established that Tate billed for services while he was out of state, and also 
overbilled for hours in excess of 16 hours of services per day. Agents identified 25 separate times where Tate was traveling out of state, 
yet he billed that he was providing counseling services in Ohio at the same time. 

Kansas Women Sentenced, Ordered to Pay Restitution to Kansas Medicaid Program  
Lavanda E. Duncan, 55, of Parsons, was sentenced in Labette County District Court by Judge Steve A. Stockard on one felony count 
of attempted making a false claim, statement or representation to the Medicaid program. Duncan was sentenced to pay $2,547.16 in 
restitution to the Kansas Medicaid program, and to serve 12 months of supervised probation. Duncan pleaded guilty to the charge on 
September 7, 2022. 

An investigation found that Duncan, a Medicaid beneficiary, attempted to falsely bill the Medicaid program on behalf of her three sons 
who served as her personal care attendants. An investigation determined that Duncan attempted to receive payment on their behalf while 
her sons were incarcerated in the Labette County jail and not able to provide care.  

The case was part of “Operation Keeping Them Honest,” a cooperative effort between the attorney general’s office and the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services/Office of Inspector General to investigate fraudulent billing to Medicaid for personal care 
services provided in Medicaid beneficiaries’ homes. This sentencing ends the latest case in this joint effort to crack down on those who 
take advantage of these federal- and state-administered healthcare programs. 

In a second, unrelated case, Lacinda Morris, 32, of Parsons, was sentenced by Judge Stockard to pay $9,452.60 in restitution, to serve 
18 months supervised probation with community corrections, and attend in-patient substance abuse treatment. She pled guilty on August 
18, 2022, to one felony count of making a false claim to the Kansas Medicaid program and one count of forgery. 

Investigators determined that Morris was working as a personal care attendant for her mother, a Medicaid beneficiary. While her mother 
was incarcerated, Morris submitted time sheets for payment from the Medicaid program as if she was providing care for her mother at 
the time. 

Former Employee of Residential Care Facility Pleads Guilty to Stealing Children’s Prescription 
Medication and Replacing Stolen Drugs with Counterfeit Pills 
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Thomas John Ball Poirier (age 41) of Tilton, New Hampshire, pleaded guilty in the Merrimack County Superior Court to charges of 
First Degree Assault, Second Degree Assault, and Obtaining a Controlled Drug by Deceit. 

Poirier was formerly employed at Spaulding Academy and Family Services in Northfield, New Hampshire. Between July 3, 2020 and 
December 22, 2020, he stole medications that had been prescribed to Spaulding’s residents, some of whom were children under the age 
of 13. 

Poirier then replaced the stolen medication with unknown substances that he colored with marker pens to make the unknown substances 
appear to be the children’s medications. Two of the children experienced severe behavioral changes as a reaction to having their 
prescriptions tampered with. 

First Degree Assault is a class A felony that carries a maximum term of 7½ to 15 years in the New Hampshire State Prison. Second 
Degree Assault and Obtaining a Controlled Drug by Deceit are class B felonies that each carry a maximum penalty of 3½ to 7 years in 
the New Hampshire State Prison. When committed against a person under 13 years of age, a conviction on any felony assault may 
subject the offender to an extended term of imprisonment of 10 to 30 years in the New Hampshire State Prison. 

Poirier will be sentenced in the Merrimack County Superior Court at 8:30 a.m. on Friday, January 13, 2023. 

Public Assistance Providers Sentenced for Fraud 
Mariah C. Ross, of Twin Falls, Idaho, was sentenced November 21, for Public Assistance Provider Fraud. 29-year-old Ross, of Twin 
Falls, pleaded guilty in August. 

Fifth District Judge Roger Harris sentenced Ross to a prison term of four years. The court then suspended the sentence and ordered three 
years probation. Judge Harris also ordered Ross to pay court costs, a $1,000 fine and $1,700 in restitution. Ross was also sentenced to 
30 days in jail, to be used at the discretion of a probation officer. 

Ross was an employee at Brightstar Care in Twin Falls. She was assigned to provide in-home care services to a Medicaid participant. 
In April 2019, the participant contacted Brightstar to report that Ross was working at his home. An investigation revealed that Ross was 
also employed at another care agency while submitting timesheets to Brightstar Care. As a result, approximately 22 false claims were 
submitted and paid by the Idaho Medicaid Program. 

In addition, 34-year-old Ashley D. Lake, of Boise, Idaho pleaded guilty in August. Fourth District Judge Jason Scott sentenced Lake to 
a prison term of three years. The judge then suspended the sentence and ordered Lake to serve three years probation and 30 days in jail. 

The case arose while Lake was an employee at Family Counseling Services as a habilitative interventionist. After a Medicaid patient 
complaint, investigators discovered that Lake forged signatures on progress notes and created progress notes for Medicaid services she 
did not provide between May 2018 and September 2018. As a result, Lake was paid for services she did not provide. Lake made full 
restitution to the state prior to her criminal sentencing. 

Deputy Attorney General Jessica Cafferty in the Attorney General’s Medicaid Fraud Control Unit prosecuted the case. It was 
investigated by the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit and the Medicaid Program Integrity Unit for the Department of Health and Welfare. 

Guilty Plea in Medicaid Fraud Case Against Cook County Doctor  
Dr. Monique Brotman, 52, of River Forest, pleaded guilty in Cook County Circuit Court to misdemeanor vendor fraud. Brotman, a 
Cook County OB-GYN fraudulently charged Illinois’ Medicaid program for services that were never provided.  

Brotman was ordered to pay full restitution up front, and she will be excluded from the Medicaid and Medicare programs for a minimum 
of five years. She was also sentenced to complete five days of community service. 

From December 2008 to February 2015, Brotman billed Medicaid $58,747.57 for ultrasounds and other medical procedures that were 
not provided. The case was investigated by the Illinois State Police Medicaid Fraud Control Unit. 

Dr. Victor Savinov Pays $50,000 to Resolve False Claims Act Allegations Relating to Unlawful Kickbacks 
Dr. Victor Savinov, a medical doctor who practices and resides in the Eastern District of Michigan, agreed to pay the United States 
$50,000 to resolve allegations that in 2009 he received remuneration in exchange for referring Medicare patients to third-party-owned 
home health agencies.  

The allegations arose from a lawsuit filed in 2009 by whistleblowers, Ruqiayah Madany and John Collins, under the qui tam provisions 
of the False Claims Act. Under the False Claims Act, private citizens can bring suit on behalf of the government for false claims and 
potentially share in any recovery. After the United States conducted its own investigation, it intervened and commenced litigation in the 
qui tam case in 2014. The original qui tam complaint named over 30 defendants, and the United States has either settled with or obtained 
judgments against most of those defendants. In March 2022, the Court granted the United States summary judgment against two 
defendants and awarded the United States nearly $40 million in damages and penalties. 

This settlement resolves allegations that Dr. Savinov received kickbacks in the form of a credit card payment, free office space, and 
free use of a medical assistant in exchange for his referral of Medicare patients to home health agencies. The United States contends 
that the claims for payment were rendered false because they were tainted by Dr. Savinov’s receipt of unlawful kickbacks, in violation 
of the Anti-Kickback Statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b). The whistleblowers will receive $11,000 in connection with this settlement. 

Medical Doctor to Pay $86,506.30 To Resolve Civil Liability for Violations of The False Claims Act 
Dr. Musaddiq Nazeeri, of Lebanon, Pennsylvania, has agreed to pay the United States $86,506.30 to resolve civil liability for alleged 
violations of the False Claims Act. 
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Between February 10, 2021 and January 21, 2022, Dr. Nazeeri billed Medicare for certain services that were not supported by the 
medical record. During the above timeframe, Dr. Nazeeri submitted Evaluation & Management (E&M) claims when the only service 
rendered was the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine. It is those type claims that were not supported by the medical record. Dr. 
Nazeeri cooperated with the investigation. 

This Settlement Agreement is neither an admission of liability by Dr. Nazeeri nor a concession by the United States that its claims are 
not well founded. 

Maryland Man Pleads Guilty to Defrauding Medicaid of More than $700,000  
Defendant is 12th Individual to Plead Guilty Since August 2018 

Joseph Tamjong, 51, of Lanham, Maryland, pleaded guilty to defrauding the D.C. Medicaid program out of $733,405. Tamjong pleaded 
guilty in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to health care fraud, which carries a statutory maximum penalty of 10 years 
in prison. Under federal sentencing guidelines, Tamjong faces a likely recommended sentence of between 27 and 33 months in prison. 
He has agreed to pay $733,405 in restitution and $396,155 in a forfeiture money judgment. The Honorable Christopher R. Cooper, who 
accepted Tamjong’s guilty plea, scheduled sentencing for March 7, 2023. 

In court documents, Tamjong admitted that between December 2014 and February 2022, he was employed as a Personal Care Aide 
and/or a Participant-Directed Worker to provide personal care aide services to residents of the District of Columbia who needed 
assistance performing activities of daily living, such as getting in and out of bed, bathing, dressing, and eating. Tamjong admitted that 
he submitted false timesheets that claimed he provided these personal care services when in fact he did not. 

As part of his scheme, he even caused Medicaid to be billed for approximately 3,400 hours of services that he purportedly provided 
when he actually was traveling internationally. On 156 separate occasions, he also caused Medicaid to be billed for 24 hours of services 
that he allegedly provided in one day. 

Tamjong is the twelfth former personal care aide since August 2018 to plead guilty to defrauding Medicaid in the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Columbia. Six of those aides were sentenced to 13 months in prison; a seventh and eighth were sentenced respectively 
to 15 months and 10 months. 

Owners of Group Home Sentenced to Five Years in Prison in $1 Million Medicare Fraud Scheme 
Lindell King, 53, of Missouri City, was sentenced to 60 months in prison. Ynedra Diggs, 45, also of Missouri City, was sentenced to 
70 months in prison. King and Diggs were also ordered to pay $537,992.55 in restitution. 

The Texas married couple were sentenced for a $1 million Medicare fraud scheme, including violations of the federal Anti-Kickback 
Statute. 

On April 4, King and Diggs were convicted after trial in the Southern District of Texas of conspiracy to defraud the United States and 
to pay and receive health care kickbacks, and multiple substantive violations of the Anti-Kickback Statute. 

According to court documents and evidence presented at trial, both Diggs and King were patient recruiters who owned and operated 
group homes in which Medicare beneficiaries lived. In exchange for sending their group home residents to the Behavioral Medicine of 
Houston (BMH), a community mental health center that purported to provide partial hospitalization services, BMH paid Diggs, King, 
and other patient recruiters illegal kickbacks in cash and by check, often concealed as payment for “transportation” or other sham 
services. During the course of the conspiracy, BMH fraudulently billed approximately $1 million to Medicare in claims related to 
patients it received in exchange for the kickbacks paid to Diggs and King. 

Former Physician Sentenced to Serve 111 Months in Prison for Second Health Care Fraud Conviction 
Spyros Panos, Previously Convicted in 2013, Was Sentenced to 111 Months in Prison for Fraud and Aggravated Identity Theft 
Spyros Panos was sentenced to 111 months in prison for health care fraud, wire fraud, and aggravated identity theft. PANOS pled guilty 
to the charges on October 30, 2020. United States District Judge Kenneth M. Karas imposed the sentence today in White Plains federal 
court. 

Panos, a former surgeon who surrendered his license to practice medicine after a prior conviction for health care fraud in this District, 
abused our healthcare system for his own personal profit again, and he will return to prison. The sentence he received appropriately 
reflects the seriousness of his crime and of recidivism in the eyes of the law. 

According to the Indictment, to which PANOS pled guilty, and other statements and submissions made in Court: 

PANOS surrendered his New York State license to practice medicine in 2013 in anticipation of pleading guilty to an 
indictment charging him with health care fraud. Thereafter, while out on release in that case, and after surrendering 
his license, he began perpetrating a scheme to defraud six medical peer review companies by impersonating a licensed 
orthopedic surgeon practicing in Westchester County (“Doctor-1”). Among other things, PANOS submitted Doctor-
1’s credentials to peer review companies and conducted peer reviews using Doctor-1’s name and credentials. He 
stopped engaging in the scheme while he served his prison sentence.  After he was released, he resumed perpetrating 
the scheme. During the course of the scheme, PANOS defrauded the peer review companies of $876,389.97.  

According to court documents, in advance of his November 2, 2020, trial, PANOS submitted proposed defense exhibits that included 
fraudulent emails and records. While on release pending sentencing, PANOS submitted false and fraudulent documents in support of 
requests for adjournments of sentencing based on false claims that he tested positive for COVID-19 and then suffered from COVID 
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related pneumonia. In July 2022, after the Court revoked his bail conditions and ordered him remanded, PANOS was arrested and placed 
in custody.  

Former Montgomery Physician Sentenced to Over 11 Years in Prison  
D’livro Lemat Beauchamp, 56, of Montgomery, Alabama, a former physician was sentenced to 135 months in prison for his role in a 
scheme to illegally distribute oxycodone. 

According to the plea agreement and other court records, from 1996 to 2020, Beauchamp practiced medicine at a Montgomery medical 
practice named Obelisk Healthcare. Sometime around 2012, Beauchamp agreed to write illegitimate and unnecessary oxycodone 
prescriptions. For writing each prescription, Beauchamp received $350. From 2012 to 2020, various organizers of the scheme recruited 
individuals to fill these illegitimate prescriptions at assorted pharmacies. Beauchamp wrote prescriptions to these recruits that he knew 
served no legitimate medical purpose. Recruits were typically paid between $100 and $250 per prescription filled, and the organizers 
then collected the oxycodone pills to sell to other distributors. Beauchamp wrote nearly 1,600 illegal prescriptions as part of the scheme, 
causing the illegal distribution of approximately 4,000,000 milligrams of oxycodone. In total, 38 individuals were charged for their roles 
in this conspiracy. 

Beauchamp pleaded guilty to conspiracy to distribute a controlled substance in October of 2020. Beauchamp’s prison sentence will be 
followed by three years of supervised release. There is no parole in the federal system. 

New York Diagnostic Testing Facility Owners Sentenced to Three Years for Health Care Fraud Scheme 
Tea Kaganovich, 50, and Ramazi Mitaishvili, 62, both of Brooklyn, are a married couple that co-owned several diagnostic testing 
facilities in Brooklyn, New York. The diagnostic testing facility owners were sentenced December 1, 2022 to three years in prison for 
their roles in a more than $18 million health care fraud scheme. 

According to court documents, The couple paid over $18 million in kickbacks for the referral of beneficiaries who submitted 
themselves to diagnostic testing and other purported medical services. Kaganovich and Mitaishvili also falsely reported to the IRS that 
the illegal kickback payments were legitimate business expenses and therefore submitted tax forms that under-reported business 
income and claimed deductions to which they were not entitled. 

Opioid Abuse Treatment Facility to Pay $3.15 Million for Kickback Violations, Obstructing Federal 
Audit, and False Claims Submitted to Government Insurance Programs 
Camden Treatment Associates LLC (CTA) agreed to pay $1.5 million in criminal penalties to resolve allegations that it violated the 
federal Anti-Kickback Statute and obstructed a Medicaid audit. As part of the resolution, a criminal information was filed on 
December 2, 2022 in Camden, New Jersey federal court charging CTA with this conduct. CTA entered into a three-year deferred 
prosecution agreement (DPA) that requires it to abide by certain measures to avoid conviction. CTA also entered into a civil 
settlement agreement to pay $1.65 million to the United States to resolve claims that it violated the federal False Claims Act by 
submitting fraudulent claims to Medicaid.  

CTA, an opioid abuse treatment facility in Camden will pay a total of $3.15 million to resolve criminal and civil claims that it caused 
kickbacks, obstructed a federal audit, and fraudulently billed Medicaid. 

According to CTA’s admissions in the DPA: 

Between 2009 and 2015, CTA and a second company were owned and managed by related parties. CTA had a 
kickback relationship with the second company in which CTA ordered all of its methadone mixing services from the 
second company and paid it more than $125,300 for those services. This arrangement resulted in kickbacks being 
paid because the second company paid the profits it made on CTA’s orders of methadone mixing to the related 
parties who owned and managed both companies. As a result, CTA was induced to order services from the second 
company and to have CTA patients receive treatment using methadone mixed only by that company. CTA received 
more than $2.78 million from Medicaid for methadone administration services.  

In a separate criminal scheme, CTA obstructed a Medicaid contractor’s 2016 audit of CTA’s claims for payment. CTA submitted 
falsified materials to the auditor purporting to justify its claims to Medicaid. Specifically, CTA added patient and counselor signatures 
to patient files, altered names of counselors listed as providing services, added credentials for staff listed as performing services, added 
sign-off dates for services and, in some instances, submitted entire patient notes to files to justify services rendered. Metadata from 
CTA’s electronic patient software program revealed that CTA employed these fraudulent means.  

Civil Resolution 
The settlement resolves the civil allegations that CTA submitted false claims to Medicaid stemming from the kickback relationship 
with the methadone mixing company described above. The settlement further resolves allegations that between 2013 and 2016, CTA 
failed to comply with certain federal and state regulations governing substance abuse treatment facilities. Specifically, CTA allegedly 
failed to maintain proper supervision and staffing at its facility. Instead, CTA typically used non-credentialed “counselor interns” to 
perform services at the facility and did not have sufficient licensed staff to properly supervise the interns. Consequently, CTA’s claims 
submitted to Medicaid for payment, which were contingent on CTA’s certified compliance with these regulations, were false. 

The claims settled by this agreement are allegations only, and there has been no determination of liability. 

Compliance Obligations 
As part of the DPA, CTA is required to adopt several compliance measures, including: 
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 have an effective compliance program, including enhanced compliance policies and annual compliance training regarding 
federal health care laws; 

 retain an independent health care compliance consulting firm specializing in substance abuse disorder facilities to conduct a 
comprehensive review of its compliance program and to make improvement recommendations; 

 create an independent board of advisors to oversee company compliance relating to federal health care laws; 

 have a chief compliance officer to oversee compliance-related functions at the company; 

 annually certify that its compliance program is effective; and 

 provide written reports to the United States every six months over a three-year period detailing its progress in developing and 
enhancing its compliance program. 

Department of Insurance investigation leads to $23.8 million settlement with Essilor Laboratories of 
America, Inc. 
Essilor Laboratories of America, Inc. (Essilor) agreed to a $23.8 million settlement in a lawsuit which alleged the company violated 
the Insurance Frauds Prevention Act. The suit alleged Essilor provided kickbacks and other unlawful incentives to eye care providers 
that ultimately hurt consumers by unfairly driving them toward more expensive services.  

Essilor manufactures, markets, and distributes optical lenses and equipment used to produce optical lenses throughout California and 
the nation. 

Health insurance fraud causes billions of dollars of premium losses annually, resulting in increased cost to Californians and citizens and 
residents of the United States. This settlement sends a strong signal that fraudulent practices that hurt California consumers will not be 
tolerated and will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. It also will restore key protections for eyecare patients, so they receive care 
and recommendations that are in their best interest.” 

This settlement ends a 2016 whistleblower lawsuit brought against Essilor. After investigating the allegations, the Commissioner filed a 
complaint in intervention in 2021 and joined with the whistleblowers. 

The lawsuit alleged that Essilor provided unlawful kickbacks to eye care providers, with an up-front payment of tens of thousands of 
dollars, or sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars, in exchange for these providers’ promises to send business to Essilor for a period 
of anywhere between three to five years. The providers were free to use the up-front payment from Essilor in any manner that they chose 
so long as they hit the volume requirements pursuant to the agreement.  

Additionally, the lawsuit alleged Essilor further provided kickbacks to California eye care providers through a program called 
“PracticeBuilder” where providers were given cash payments for using Essilor lenses and laboratory services. The cash payments 
through the PracticeBuilder program were done to reward the eye care providers who prescribed and dispensed Essilor’s more expensive 
lenses and coatings and to use its laboratory services.  

Unlawful incentives, like those alleged in the lawsuit, are prohibited under the Insurance Frauds Prevention Act as these illegal acts can, 
and do, influence medical decision making. California laws are in place to protect patients and encourage medical decision makers to 
act solely in the best interest of their patient. 

The lawsuit further alleged Essilor knowingly submitted false claims to California private payors, including insurance companies, health 
care savings plans, and vision benefit organizations. The resolution is the result of a collaborative prosecution between the Commissioner 
and the whistleblower’s counsel, Baron & Budd, P.C., The Weiser Law Firm, and Keller Grover, LLP.  

Massachusetts Insurance Agent Sentenced for Disability Fraud 
Patrick Quinn, the owner and operator of an Arlington, Virginia-based insurance agency was sentenced earlier this month for 
fraudulently receiving disability benefits from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the Social Security Administration (SSA). 

Quinn was sentenced to one year and one day in prison followed by one year of supervised release. U.S. District Court Judge Richard 
G. Stearns also ordered Quinn to pay restitution of $98,940 to the VA. Quinn has already paid restitution in the amount of $281,439 to 
SSA, according to court documents. 

On April 12, 2022, Quinn was convicted by a federal jury of two counts of theft of public funds and two counts of making false 
statements. 

Since January 2012, Quinn stole more than $380,000 in Veterans Affairs benefits and Social Security benefits by falsely telling the VA 
and SSA that he was unable to work due to a disability, when in reality, he owned and operated Quinn Insurance Group. Quinn also 
served as the president, of Insurance Management Consultants, Inc. from 2000 through 2007, despite telling the VA and SSA that 
the company fired him in 2005. 

While operating his own insurance company, Quinn regularly received payments ranging in amounts of $6,500 to $15,000 and grew his 
business significantly through acquisitions of nine smaller insurance companies at various times between 2012 through 2019. 
Additionally, Quinn was appointed by 65 insurance companies to conduct business on their behalf and renewed his insurance producer 
license on numerous occasions. 

NY Court Rules Board Had Authority to Remove Chiropractor who Admitted Kickbacks 
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David Marlin Levi a Brentwood New York chiropractor was banned by New York State Workers’ Compensation Board. The Third 
Department of the Appellate Division affirmed the dismissal of a lawsuit filed by Levi and that the WCB acted within its authority when 
it barred a chiropractor accused of taking kickbacks from treating injured workers, the court found on December 1, 2022. 

The appellate panel rejected Levi’s assertion that the board was required to wait for the state chiropractic practice board to hold a hearing 
on the accusations against him before revoking his authorization to treat workers’ compensation patients. 

The appellate panel said the board had the option of holding a hearing on allegations that Levi took payments from Elite Medical 
Supply of New York, but the hearing wasn’t mandatory. 

Board Chairwoman Clarissa M. Rodriguez signed an order revoking Levi’s authorization on Sept. 15, 2021. Her order stated that Levi 
had accepted payments from a durable medical equipment supplier but did not identify Elite. 

According to the Appellate Division’s opinion, the board learned in 2019 that Elite was making payments to chiropractors who 
prescribed its devices. During the investigation, Elite provided the board a list of medical providers who had accepted payments. Levi’s 
name was on that list. 

Levi told investigators that he had entered into a “services agreement” with Elite in January 2018 that paid him to fit patients with the 
company’s devices and instruct them on the proper care of the equipment. He also produced records that showed Elite had paid him 
$6,800 for those services. 

The state Workers’ Compensation Law prohibits medical providers who treat workers’ compensation patients from accepting payment 
from anyone other than the insurer or the patient’s employer, according to the opinion. 

Levi persuaded the Albany County Supreme Court to issue a temporary restraining order that blocked revocation of his authorization, 
but the court later lifted the order and dismissed the petition. 

Levi appealed, arguing that Workers’ Compensation Law Section 13-l (10) requires the state Chiropractic Board to hold a hearing before 
the board can take any action. 

The appellate panel said the law does “contemplate” a hearing before the board decides about alleged misconduct, but it doesn’t limit 
the board’s authority to investigate allegations independently. 

The court opined: 

The last sentence of Workers’ Compensation Law § 13-l (12) invokes the provisions of Workers’ Compensation Law 
§ 13-d (1) ‘which are not inconsistent.’ Not unlike Workers’ Compensation Law § 13-l (10), Workers’ Compensation 
Law 13-d (1) provides a structure for different groups to first investigate, hear and report to the chair on charges of 
professional misconduct. Pertinent here, when a group charged by the chair to investigate a matter fails to timely do 
so, that context ‘shall empower the chair to appoint . . . [a] qualified hearing officer to hear and report on the charges 
to the chair’ (Workers’ Compensation Law 13-d [1] [emphasis added]). The hearing officer’s ‘findings, decision and 
recommendation’ are ‘advisory’ (Workers’ Compensation Law 13-d [1]). The operative term ‘empower’ authorizes 
the chair to conduct a hearing before rendering a determination. In an instance where questions of fact attend the 
asserted charges of professional misconduct or incompetency, a hearing would be in order. Here, however, petitioner 
has admitted and documented his receipt of payments from Elite for treatment rendered to workers’ compensation 
claimants in direct violation of Workers’ Compensation Law § 13-l (10) (g). Under these circumstances, no hearing 
was warranted and respondent’s decision to remove petitioner from the list of authorized providers was not arbitrary 
and capricious. 

The WCB concluded that under these circumstances, no hearing was warranted and respondent’s decision to remove petitioner from the 
list of authorized providers was not arbitrary and capricious,” the opinion concludes. 

Massachusetts Man Pleads Guilty in Physical Therapy Insurance Scam 
Slava Pride pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit mail fraud. Slava, a Boston man pleaded guilty in federal court in 
connection with a scheme to defraud an insurance company for physical therapy services that were not provided to patients, according 
to prosecutors. Other charges were dropped. 

Pride was indicted in February 2021 along with co-defendants Anna Barenboym, Gyulnara Bayryshova and Raya Bagardi. Pride 
was a physical therapy assistant at Brighton Physical Therapy (BPT), a clinic owned by Bayryshova. Both Barenboym and Bagardi 
were also employed at BPT. 

According to the court documents, from October 2018 through June 2020, Pride and his co-defendants at BPT conspired to gain 
insurance company reimbursements for physical therapy services that were not actually provided and/or were not medically necessary. 
Also, in some cases, they were allegedly provided by individuals not licensed to provide the services. 

Specifically, Pride and, allegedly, his co-defendants falsely billed for services purportedly rendered to patients injured in automobile 
accidents when the services were not actually provided. Prosecutors further alleged that BPT paid patients for referrals, referred patients 
to attorneys to assist with patients’ insurance settlements, and accepted kickbacks from those attorneys in return. 

The government claimed insurers paid more than $750,000 in false claims to BPT. Pride reserved the right to dispute that amount as 
overstated at his sentencing hearing. Pride is the second defendant to plead guilty in the case. On March 17, 2022, Barenboym pleaded 
guilty to her role in the conspiracy and is scheduled to be sentenced on April 4, 2023. 

U.S. District Court Judge Richard G. Stearns scheduled sentencing for March 23, 2023 for Pride. The charge of conspiracy to commit 
mail fraud provides for a sentence of up to 20 years in prison, three years of supervised release and a fine of $250,000. 
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Two Marketing Execs Admit Roles in $38 Million Compound Medication Fraud 
Samantha Zaretzky and Lee Nichols, both of New Jersey, pleaded guilty by video conference before U.S. District Judge John Michael 
Vazquez to separate informations charging them with one count of conspiracy to commit health care fraud. The two executives of a 
pharmaceutical marketing firm in New Jersey admitted their roles in a $38 million health care fraud involving expensive compound 
medications. 

Through their company, Synergy Medical LLC., Zaretzky and Nichols helped to deliver the medications, which provided the most 
lucrative reimbursements, to beneficiaries who had no need for them. The scheme continued from 2014 to 2016. 

Zaretzky and Nichols worked with billing and distribution firms to create a costly scar cream, for example, and then created a prescription 
pad listing that medication and nothing else, court records show. 

They then recruited friends, family members and some health plan beneficiaries, who took payments for accepting the medication, to 
go for telemedicine visits with medical professionals who were part of the scheme, it said. 

Once the prescriptions were approved, Zaretzky and Nichols steered them to an unnamed compounding pharmacy that had a kickback 
arrangement with them, it said. 

The health care fraud conspiracy charge carries a maximum prison sentence of 10 years and a fine of $250,000 or twice the gross gain 
or loss from the scheme, whichever is greatest, Sellinger’s office said. 

Sentencing is scheduled for April 23, 2023, it said. 

Boston Man Convicted in Physical Therapy False Billing Scheme 
Slava Pride, a Boston man pleaded guilty in federal court in connection with a scheme to defraud an insurance company for physical 
therapy services that were not provided to patients, according to prosecutors. 

Officials said Pride pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit mail fraud. Other charges were dropped 

Pride was indicted in February 2021 along with co-defendants Anna Barenboym, Gyulnara Bayryshova and Raya Bagardi. Pride 
was a physical therapy assistant at Brighton Physical Therapy (BPT), a clinic owned by Bayryshova. Both Barenboym and Bagardi were 
also employed at BPT. 

According to the court documents, from October 2018 through June 2020, Pride and his co-defendants at BPT conspired to gain 
insurance company reimbursements for physical therapy services that were not actually provided and/or were not medically necessary. 
Also, in some cases, they were allegedly provided by individuals not licensed to provide the services. 

Specifically, Pride and, allegedly, his co-defendants falsely billed for services purportedly rendered to patients injured in automobile 
accidents when the services were not actually provided. Prosecutors further allege that BPT paid patients for referrals, referred patients 
to attorneys to assist with patients’ insurance settlements, and accepted kickbacks from those attorneys in return. 

The government has claimed insurers paid more than $750,000 in false claims to BPT. Pride has reserved the right to dispute that amount 
as overstated at his sentencing hearing. 

Pride is the second defendant to plead guilty in the case. On March 17, 2022, according to the office of U.S. Attorney Rachael Rollins. 
Barenboym pleaded guilty to her role in the conspiracy and is scheduled to be sentenced on April 4, 2023. 

The details contained in the charging documents are allegations. Defendants are presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt in a court of law. 

U.S. District Court Judge Richard G. Stearns scheduled sentencing for March 23, 2023 for Pride. 

The charge of conspiracy to commit mail fraud provides for a sentence of up to 20 years in prison, three years of supervised release and 
a fine of $250,000. 

Guilty of Life Insurance Fraud 
Daniel Banete a man living in Coventry, U.K. was sentenced to three years imprisonment after fraudulently trying to claim £520,000 
in life insurance payments after his brother died from Covid-19. 

Just eight days after his brother died in hospital in Romania on July 8, 2020, 30-year-old Daniel Banete took out four different life 
insurance policies in his brother’s name between July 16 and 21. The City of London Police’s Insurance Fraud Enforcement Department 
said Banete provided fake death certificates to the insurance companies with different dates of death between November 2020 to January 
2021 to try and claim the settlements. 

Warwick Crown Court sentenced Banete to three years imprisonment on December 6, 2022 after he pled guilty to eight charges of fraud 
by false representation. He was also ordered to pay a £190 victim surcharge. 

A search of Banete’s house by officers unearthed the fake death certificates Banete had sent to the insurers to make the claims which 
showed a date of death as November 10, 2020. 

The officers also found a folder which contained Banete’s brother’s real birth, marriage and death certificates. 
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Following the search, Banete was arrested and answered ‘no comment’ to all questions during his police interview. 

Former Westlake Village Insurance Agent Sentenced to Two Years in Jail for Theft 
Francis Okyere, 70, a previously licensed insurance agent in Westlake Village, was sentenced yesterday after pleading no contest to 
17 felony counts of identity theft and grand theft by false pretenses. A Department of Insurance investigation found Okyere stole 
multiple victims’ identities and used them to open a fraudulent insurance agency. Okyere was sentenced to two years in county jail and 
to pay restitution in full.   

The Department began an investigation after receiving a complaint from one of Okyere’s ex-relatives that he had stolen the identities 
of several people in order to open a new insurance agency. The Department’s investigation confirmed that Okyere stole the identities 
of four victims, in order to open Cyber Access Insurance Agency. The victims’ identities were also used on small business loan 
applications to fund the fraudulent agency.  

The Department’s investigation discovered Okyere had also applied for a series of Small Business Administration and Paycheck 
Protection Program loans, the federal program to help businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic. The documents related to those 
loans revealed two of the same stolen victims’ identities had been used to fraudulently secure loan funds in the amount of $38,963. 
Okyere used the same stolen identities when he applied for forgiveness of one of the loans. Okyere was arrested August 18, 2022.  

This is the second time fraud accusations have been brought against Okyere, who has previously been convicted of grand theft 
following another Department investigation which found he stole $65,186 in insurance premiums from small business owners. The 
Department ordered Okyere to surrender his license in 2019.  

Murder for Insurance  
Travell Anthony Hill, 31-years-old, was sentenced on two murder-for-hire charges. Relatives confronted the man who fatally shot a 
former star of the St. Louis-based reality TV show “Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s” when he was sentenced to 32 years in prison. 

Hill admitted in June, through his plea, to conspiring with Montgomery’s uncle, James “Tim” Norman, who was the sole beneficiary of 
an insurance policy worth up to $450,000 against his 21-year-old nephew’s life. He instructed a friend to pay Hill the $5,000 in cash 
after the killing, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported. 

Montgomery and Norman starred on “Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s,” a long-running OWN reality show about a family soul food business 
in the St. Louis area. 

Hill apologized to Montgomery’s family during the hearing and asked U.S. District Judge John Ross for leniency. He said two of his 
own brothers were killed in shootings the same year he shot Montgomery. He argued he never killed for the money, but to “protect 
myself.” He said he has a son he has not been able to meet in person because of his incarceration. 

The sentencing recommendation for the charges was life in prison, but the prosecution and defense had requested a 30-year sentence 
because Hill cooperated with authorities. 

He testified against Norman, who is set to be sentenced in March after he was convicted last month of two counts of murder-for-hire 
and wire and mail fraud. Another conspirator, Terica Ellis, is scheduled to be sentenced in January after pleading guilty in July to 
conspiracy to commit murder-for-hire. She admitted she lured Montgomery out on the street the night of the killing and told Hill his 
location. 

Florida Supreme Court Approves Suspension of Mobile Claims Center Attorney 
Jennifer Perez, who was in charge of a “mobile claim center” that was set up in a trailer in North Fort Myers about a week after 
Hurricane Ian passed through the region, has, according to the Florida Supreme Court, had her license to practice law suspended.  

The high court unanimously approved the suspension that was recommended by the Florida Bar. The court ordered Perez, within 30 
days, to cease representing any clients, cease acting as a personal representative or trustee and cease withdrawing money from any trust 
account. 

The order also requires Perez to stop using the trailer labeled “mobile claim center” in Florida and provide a list of names and contact 
information for any persons that it had agreed to represent who were signed up at the mobile claim center. 

Investigators for the Florida Bar alleged that Perez attempted to solicit customers by deceiving them into believing the mobile claim 
center was part of an insurance village set up by the state and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

Perez denies that was the intent. An attorney filed a motion to dismiss the Bar’s emergency petition last week, saying that the claims 
center was never used to solicit hurricane victims but was set up to provide office space for the Gauthier Murphy & Houghtaling law 
firm’s existing commercial clients. The law firm, headquartered in the New Orleans area, specializes in representing restaurant owners. 

A lawyer who frequently faces off against the GM&H law firm in court spoke in defense of Perez on Monday afternoon. Steve Badger, 
a partner with the Zelle law firm in Dallas, said he is pleased to see the Florida Bar investigating allegations of barratry — the improper 
solicitation of clients. 

“In this case, however, it appears the facts were not as they initially appeared,” Badger said in an email. “I understand that prior to the 
Florida Supreme Court’s action today, the Florida Bar had already reached an agreement with Ms. Perez to avoid the suspension based 
on her representation that there was no intent to retain clients through use of the mobile claims center and, in fact, no such clients were 
retained. I’m told this agreement should be publicly disclosed in a couple days.” 
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Perez has worked for GM&H since obtaining a juris doctor from Loyola University in New Orleans in 2018. She was admitted to the 
Florida Bar in 2020 and named a partner with the firm specifically to represent Florida clients, according to the petition to dismiss filed 
by Perez’s attorney. The Bar’s website shows her having an office in North Fort Myers. 

Attorneys for the Florida Bar are responsible for investigating and prosecuting lawyers who violate its rules. The Florida Supreme Court 
appoints a circuit or county court judge to preside over disciplinary proceedings as referees. The referee makes findings and 
recommendations to the Florida Supreme Court, which has ultimate authority to determine if an attorney should be disciplined. Potential 
penalties range from a reprimand to permanent disbarment. 

The court appointed Judge Charles Roberts with the 12th Judicial Circuit in Sarasota to act as referee in Perez’s case. 

Every attorney who is suspended from practicing law must wind down their practice within 30 days, according to Bar rules. Any 
suspension for longer than 90 days requires the lawyer to petition the court for reinstatement. 

The Supreme Court ordered Perez’s suspension to continue indefinitely. 

The lawyer for Jennifer Perez, a partner with Gauthier Murphy & Houghtaling, reported that the tent and trailer that the law firm 
parked outside of a defunct motel in North Fort Myers was used only to consult with existing clients, never to sign up new clients. The 
filing says Perez contacted the Florida Bar before setting up the makeshift office and was told that Bar rules don’t require a traditional 
“brick-and-mortar” location. 

Florida Bar investigators accused Perez of trying to deceive victims of Hurricane Ian by making it appear the trailer was part of an 
“insurance village” where victims of Hurricane Ian could meet with Federal Emergency Management Agency and state officials. A 
man that the investigators met when they visited the trailer told them that most people who stopped by thought it was part of FEMA. 

According to the filing, GM&H — which is headquartered in the New Orleans area — began discussions about opening a Florida 
office in 2018. At first the law firm was considering associating with an existing Florida law firm but decided instead to name Perez as 
its Florida partner. She became a member of the Florida Bar in May 2020, only two years after completing her law degree from 
Loyola University in New Orleans. The filing says that at the time it was not feasible to open a Florida office because of the COVID-
19 pandemic. GM&H said it has dozens of “multiple-state” corporate clients. Before Hurricane Ian struck in late September, some of 
those clients sought representation because they were concerned about potential losses and recovery. 

The law firm said it set up a trailer in the parking lot of the Riverview Inn in North Fort Meyers with an attached air conditioned tent 
and a small mobile home with bathrooms. GM&H consulted with “ethics counsel” to make sure that it complied with Florida’s strict 
requirements for establishing an interstate law firm. 

Florida Supreme Court Chief Justice Carlos G. Muñiz on Monday ordered Charles E. Roberts, chief judge of the 12th Judicial Circuit 
Court in Sarasota, to “immediately” appoint a referee to hear the case and submit a report and recommendation within seven days of 
assignment. “This Court shall review and, if appropriate, approve the referee’s recommended disposition order, Muñiz’s order states. 

Guilty Of Fraud – Ten Years in Prison 
Carl Bradley Johansson, a Newport Beach, California man who owns several Inland Empire-based trucking companies was sentenced 
November 29, 2022 to 10 years in prison for ordering a welder to illegally repair a tanker, resulting in an explosion that killed the worker. 

The sentencing marked the second time that Johansson was found criminally liable for the death of one of his welders. Johansson, now 
64, was also sentenced for tax evasion and fraudulently obtaining nearly $1 million in COVID-relief money while out on bond in the 
tanker expulsion case. 

Johansson, now 64, pleaded guilty last year to multiple felony counts in connection to the fatal tank explosion, tax evasion and the relief 
money scam. Along with the decade-long prison sentence, U.S. District Judge Virginia A. Phillips ordered Johansson to pay 
approximately $1.25 million in restitution to two banks and the IRS. 

An earlier tanker explosion that led to the death of a worker in 1993 resulted in Johansson being sentenced to 15 months in federal 
prison. 

Prosecutors allege that after his release from prison, Johansson created a Corona-based trucking company called National Distribution 
Services in order to “illegally operate cargo tanks,” despite two more “welding-caused explosions” in 2012 and 2014. 

On May 6, 2014, prosecutors alleged and proved the trucking company’s management ordered workers to carry out welding work on a 
tanker that still had crude oil inside of it that hadn’t been fully cleaned out. The resulting explosion killed one welder and severely 
injured a second employee. 

Prosecutors allege that over the next four years Johansson and other trucking company employees repeatedly attempted to impede a 
federal investigation into the fatal explosion. Johansson and the employees were trying to hide the facts that the company was making 
illegal welding repairs, that Johansson still owned the companies despite his earlier conviction and that the dead and injured welders 
worked for Johansson. 

On the day of the actual explosion, Johansson reportedly told investigators that he was a customer service representative for another 
company, and falsely claimed that the welders caught in the blast were working for an outside tank-repair company. 

Later, in an effort to lift a federal ruling known as a “out-of-service order” — barring his company from operating several dozen cargo 
tanks that hauled gasoline or ethanol — Johansson reportedly lied under oath in a sworn statement in which he claimed his company 
had never engaged in tank repairs. To get around the out-of-service order and evade regulators, Johansson began operating under a new 
company name — Wholesale Distribution — with the same employees and management out of the same warehouse. 
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At the same time, prosecutors say Johansson failed to report more than $1 million in income from the trucking companies in order to 
avoid paying nearly $300,000 in federal income taxes over a six-year span. He reportedly used that money on personal expenses, 
including renting a home in Corona and paying tuition payments at his children’s private high schools and universities. 

After he was charged in connection to the explosion case, Johansson was released on bond. 

While he awaited trial Johansson directed another trucking company he owned — Western Distribution in Ontario — to apply for a 
Paycheck Protection Program loan, as part of the federal government’s effort to help businesses keep employee’s on staff during the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

Johansson had Western Distribution immediately spend the PPP loans, while the company’s employees were laid off then eventually 
rehired. Federal prosecutors estimate that Johansson was responsible for nearly $1 million worth of fraud related to the COVID-relief 
funds. 

Judge Phillips also placed two of Johansson’s companies — National Distribution Services and Wholesale Distribution — on probation 
and ordered them to pay more than $650,000 in restitution. 

Some of Johansson’s employees previously accepted plea deals. 

Enrique Garcia, 48, of Pomona, who served as Johansson’s shop manager, admitted to welding without required certifications and was 
sentenced to 30 months in federal prison. 

Donald Cameron Spicer, 71, of Fullerton, who served as Johansson’s safety manager, pleaded guilty to making illegal repairs on the 
cargo tanks and defrauding the government and is awaiting sentencing. 

Guilty of Participation in Staged Auto Collison Scheme 
Florence Randle, age 70, of Gibson, Louisiana, pled guilty on November 29, 2022 to Count One (1) of her indictment, charging her 
with Conspiracy to Commit Mail Fraud in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371. In exchange, the government agreed 
to dismiss four counts of Mail Fraud, a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1341 and 2.  

In pleading guilty to Count 1, the defendant faces a maximum penalty of five (5) years’ imprisonment; a term of supervised release of 
up to three (3) years; a fine up to $250,000.00, as well as a mandatory special assessment fee of $100.00. Today’s guilty plea brings the 
total number of defendants convicted in Operation Sideswipe to 43. 

According to court documents, Randle served as an intermediary who recruited and directed passengers to participate in staged 
automobile collisions with tractor-trailers on May 17, 2017 and June 6, 2017. The passengers in these collisions filed fraudulent lawsuits 
that falsely claimed that the tractor-trailers were at fault. Randle and her co-conspirators coordinated with others, including “slammer” 
Damian Labeaud and attorney Patrick Keating, to arrange the staged collisions.  

“How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance 
Policy: Information Needed for Individuals and Insurance Pros to Deal with Commercial Property 
Insurance” 
The New Book is now available as a Kindle book here, paperback here and as a hardcover here  

Commercial Property Insurance is a necessity for any person or entity owning a piece of commercial property whether it is small or 
large, whether it is an office building or a warehouse or a factory. 

A property owner – unless exceptionally wealthy – cannot afford the risk of losing that property, what it earns from tenants paying rent 
or from the product produced at the property. 

Commercial property insurance is a specialized form of insurance designed to protect the owner or lessee of the property from loss due 
to perils like fire, lightning, windstorm, hail, earthquake, flood, tornado or other risks of loss. 

Most commercial property insurance policies are written on a “direct risk of physical loss” or “all risk of physical loss” basis subject to 
exclusions that are directly related to the risks faced by the property or some standard exclusions. 

This book explains the coverages provided by a commercial property insurance policy, how to acquire a policy of commercial property 
insurance, what the policy of commercial property insurance insures, how to present a claim, and how to successfully present a claim 
and collect the funds needed to repair or replace the structure and indemnify the insured against the losses incurred because of the 
interruption of the business of the insured. 

The Compact Book on Ethics for The Insurance Professional 
How Ethical Doctrines from the Beginning of the Written Word to the Present Resulted in the Incorporation of the Covenant of Good 
Faith 

Every Person Involved in the Business of Insurance Must Act Ethically in the Business of Insurance 

See the full video at https://rumble.com/v1n4avu-the-compact-book-on-ethics-for-the-insurance-professional.html  and at 
https://youtu.be/LB6g6O7c0hA 
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Insurance is, by definition, a business of the utmost good faith. This means that both parties to the contract of insurance must act fairly 
and in good faith to each other and do nothing that will deprive the other of the benefits the contract of insurance promised. 

Without the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and ethical people who work in the insurance industry applying and fulfilling the 
covenant, effective insurance to spread the risk of loss to a large community of insurance professionals, is impossible. One cannot act 
fairly and in good faith without being a person with a well-formed ethical compass. 

In 1776, Lord Mansfield acting as an appellate judge serving in the House of Lords of Britain (the predecessor of the United Kingdom) 
for the first time referred to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. In the case designated: Carter v. Boehm S.C. 1 Bl. Burr 1906, 
11th May 1766. 593, 3 Lord Mansfield in the British House of Lords stated the rule of uberrimae fide (Latin for utmost good faith). 

The Tort of Bad Faith 
What Every Insurance Professional, Every Insurance Coverage Lawyer, Every Plaintiffs Bad Faith Lawyer, and Every Insurance Claims 
Person Must know About the Tort of Bad Faith 

A Book Needed by Every Insurance Claims Professional 

The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a concept of insurance law at least three centuries old. It first appeared in British 
jurisprudence in a case decided by Lord Mansfield sitting in the House of Lords as the highest court in Britain. In Carter v. Boehm. 
3Burrow, 1905, Lord Mansfield explained that insurance is a contract upon speculation; the special facts upon which the contingent 
chance is to be computed, lie, most commonly, in the knowledge of the insured only. The underwriter trusts to his representation, and 
proceeds upon confidence that he does not keep back any circumstance in his knowledge, to mislead the underwriter into a belief that 
the circumstance does not exist, and to induce him to estimate the risk as if it did not exist. The keeping back such circumstance is a 
fraud, and therefore the policy is void. 

Lord Mansfield stated the rule still followed to this day: “Good faith forbids either party by concealing what he privately knows, to draw 
the other into a bargain, from his ignorance of that fact, and his believing the contrary. 

The implied covenant explains that no party to a contract of insurance should do anything to deprive the other of the benefits of the 
contract.” 

For insurance to work; for each insurer to properly evaluate the risks presented; for each insurer to obtain the insurance desired; and for 
each insured and insurer resolve all claims fairly and equitably they must treat each other with the utmost good faith and do nothing to 
deprive the other of the benefits of the contract. 

Each party to the contract of insurance is expected to treat the other fairly in the acquisition and performance of the contract. For 
example, the prospective insured is required to answer all questions about the risk he, she or it are asking the insurer to take and about 
the person the insurer is asked to insure. Similarly, the insurer must honestly, clearly and in good faith explain to the insured(s) the risks 
the insurer is willing to take and the terms, conditions and provisions of the contract of insurance. 

Available as a Hardcover  Available as a paperback  Available as a Kindle Book 

Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter 
New Book That Explains How to Defeat or Deter Insurance Fraud 

What Every Insurer Should Know About How It Can Be Proactive in The Efforts Against Insurance Fraud by Refusing to 
Pay Every Fraudulent Claim. 
How Giving No Quarter Worked 

Many years ago, a client I represented was offended that an insured tried to defraud him and the people who were names in the syndicate 
he represented at Lloyd’s, London. I walked the Underwriter through the debris of the house that was burned, showed him some of the 
remains of the allegedly highly valuable fine arts, and then explained how he was deceived into issuing the policy. I was the attorney 
for Lloyd’s underwriters for the fine arts and Imperial Casualty for the homeowners policy.  

The Equitable Remedy of Rescission of Insurance 
Rescission is an equitable remedy first created in the ecclesiastical courts of Elizabethan England. 

When the United States was conceived in 1776 the founders were concerned with protecting their rights under British common law. 

Common Law is a form of law developed by judges through tribunals and decisions of courts rather than executive branch action and 
legislative statutes. 

Following the common law tradition, legal principles were referred to courts of equity to “mitigate the rigor” of the common law. 

Available as: A Kindle book A Paperback or a hardcover . 

Insurance Fraud – Volume I & Volume II Second Edition 
Insurance fraud continually takes more money each year than it did the last from the insurance buying public. No one knows the actual 
amount with any certainty because most attempts at insurance fraud succeed. Estimates of the extent of insurance fraud in the United 
States range from $87 billion to more than $308 billion every year. Insurers and government backed pseudo-insurers can only estimate 
the extent they lose to fraudulent claims. Lack of sufficient investigation and prosecution of insurance criminals is endemic.  

Volume I of Insurance Fraud includes the following: 

 Insurance Fraud is Epidemic.  Measuring Insurance Fraud 
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 What is Insurance Fraud? 

 Arson for profit. 

 Soft Fraud 

 Hard Fraud 

 Insurance Against the Risk of Loss of Real or Personal 
Property 

 Liability Insurance 

 Interpretation of Insurance Contracts 

 Ethics & The Insurance Fraud Investigation 

 Fraud by Professionals 

 First Party Property Fraud 

 Health Insurance Fraud 

 Insurance Fraud is a Crime 

 Fraud Created by Legal Professionals 

 Fraud in the Acquisition of Insurance 

 Fraud in the Presentation of a Claim 

 Investigation of a Claim for Fortuity 

 Investigating Fraud 

 Arson for Profit Investigation 

 Investigation Methods 

 Evaluation of Medical Records 

Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback 

Volume II of Insurance Fraud provides coverage of the issues not covered by Volume I and, together with Volume I becomes a complete 
manual for how lawyers and claims people can effectively work to deter or defeat insurance fraud. 

INSURANCE FRAUD IS EPIDEMIC 

The following are covered in this volume including: 

 The Federal Crime of Insurance Fraud 

 Insurance Fraud as a State Crime 

 Insurance Fraud by Insurers 

 California SIU Regulations 

 Investigating Insurance Fraud 

 The Examination Under Oath 

 The Taking of an Examination Under Oath 

 The Mutability of Memory 

 Rescission 

 Insurance Fraud Statutes 

 The Tort of Bad Faith and Insurance Fraud 

 Sample California Rescission Letters 

 Sample Complaint for Declaratory Relief 

 Form of Mutual Rescission Agreement 

 Form Declaration of Underwriter in Support of Rescission 

 Insurance Fraud Statutes 

 Outline of Training for Integral Anti-Fraud Personnel 

 Form of EUO Demand Letter 

 EUO Testimony admitting fraud. 

Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback 

Dentist Kills Wife on Safari. 
A rich, unscrupulous Pennsylvania dentist planned to murder his wife during a safari trip in Africa without her having a clue, such a 
nice husband indeed. Why, you ask? Take a wild guess. If you thought money, then you are correct. It was silly since he really did not 
need a $5 million insurance payout, but the “loving” husband’s premeditated cover plan was that they were hunting a leopard in Kafue 
National Park in 2016 so his wife could attain her goal of shooting a leopard, husband of the year… NOT! 

However, there was more than just greed involved, there was also adultery. The murdering dentist was Larry Rudolph. The wife he 
assassinated was Bianca Rudolph, and this occurred in a remote cabin in Zambia. It is said that after killing his wife, he looked lovingly 
into his mistress’s eyes and said, “I killed my f***ing wife for you,” at a steakhouse dinner in Phoenix, Arizona, after he learned that 
the FBI was investigating his late wife’s death in 2020. Thankfully, someone at the next table overheard his conversation in a public 
place. 

The 67-year-old dentist was charged with murder and mail fraud. Life behind bars or worse, the death penalty, was on the table. His 
mistress was charged with lying to the grand jury and being an accessory to the murder after the fact. Not surprisingly, Rudolph denied 
being responsible for his wife’s 2016 death and told the Zambian police his wife “accidentally” shot herself as she packed away a 
shotgun while he was conveniently in another room as they were getting ready to return home. 

His lawyer reportedly exclaimed, “They’ve chosen speculation over science. They’ve chosen fiction over fact,” during his opening 
statement. The safari murder trial took place in Colorado since that is where the insurance payments were made. Rudolph was found 
guilty in August 2022 and faces life in prison or the death penalty when he is sentenced in February 2023. There is no laughing gas 
where he’s headed. 
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Blinded By Greed. 
John Paul Cook committed disability fraud for 30 years to the tune of $1 million following an eye injury while on duty in 1986. The 
Asheville, N.C. man claimed his condition worsened over the next three decades. He was discharged from the Army and said his “severe 
visual deficit” made him unemployable. 

The VA eventually declared Cook legally blind. While he was considered blind and 100% disabled, he managed to renew his driver’s 
license several times and legally owned and registered 30 vehicles. He also made many overnight excursions, taught archery and was a 
BB gun instructor for the Boy Scouts of America. He was also certified to read maps and used a compass (which was not in braille!). In 
addition to his disability benefits, Cook also received home remodeling assistance. 

An anonymous tip in 2017 and a vigilant Veterans Affairs investigator caught onto his long-running scheme. Cook pled guilty on July 
19, 2021, to defrauding the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and received 10 months in federal prison and was ordered to repay all 
of the disability money that could have gone to an actual veteran. 

Arsonist Burns Out. 
Wandale J. Fulton’s blizzard of home arsons, fake property thefts and bogus auto thefts finally crashed and burned in Kansas City, Mo. 
Fulton stole at least $322,000 overall. Fulton and his wife bought a $617,000 mansion and someone kicked in the door and stole $85,000 
worth of possessions. They included two air conditioning units, three furnaces, a $6,500 lawn mower and 10 leather jackets he told his 
insurer. Yet Fulton billed American Family up to $300,000 and then dropped the claim when challenged. 

Next, he bought a fixer-upper for $500 and insured it for $177,600. The place mysteriously burned down a year later. Fulton claimed he 
spent thousands renovating the home. Yet his supposed contractors didn’t exist — his forged invoices listed fake contractors who were 
his buddies. More houses then burned down for insurance money. 

Fulton also created a phony car dealership. He stole people’s IDs and used their good credit to buy cars at auto auctions. Fulton sold the 
cars to his pals, who falsely told insurers that someone stole their vehicles. An innocent teacher invested his retirement savings in 
Fulton’s bogus car dealership. Fulton then stole his ID to buy auction cars. Fulton pled guilty in federal court and awaits sentencing. 

Holy Firestarter Scam. 
Frosting on a dessert bar outed the torching of a struggling Christian outreach center for $500K of insurance in Detroit Lakes, Minn. A 
sweet capture indeed. The Refuge was about to fold when its owners allegedly hired Gary John Bogatz, Jr. to burn down the place. 
Bogatz and another man planned a break-in into the Refuge building and ignite a fire using lawn mower gasoline after allegedly being 
asked to do so by a Refuge board member and another individual in connection to the building. What kind of people are part of this 
board? He claimed people connected to the center told him it would close soon unless “something happened” wink-wink, and the 
building had “a lot of insurance.” Bogatz said he was instructed to make it look like a burglary and to burn the place down. The fire 
generated a $500,000 insurance claim. 

Investigators were led to Bogatz because he ate a frosted dessert bar from the fridge at the Refuge before setting the fire. He had frosting 
on his fingers (maybe the frosting was not tasty enough to lick off his fingers), then opened a back door, leaving a beautifully preserved 
frosted fingerprint on the door handle. The Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension analyzed the fingerprint recovered from the 
rear doorhandle and matched the fingerprint to Bogatz. He received five years and eight months in prison. This gives “guilty” pleasures 
a whole new meaning. 

Crash Claim Turns Deadly.  

A former high school boys basketball coach killed himself two days before his sentencing for a false crash-damage claim while working 
as a personal-injury attorney. Matthew McCollister was found dead in his home in Twin Cities, Minn. McCollister was an acclaimed 
coach of the South St. Paul hoops team and an attorney until his disbarment in February 2022. A chiro introduced McCollister to a 
confidential informant who was working with the Minnesota Commerce Fraud Bureau. The informant posed as a recruiter of supposed 
crash victims for bogus chiro treatment billed to auto insurers. McCollister met with the runner at the Red Cow restaurant and asked 
him to find people who supposedly were injured. 

McCollister wanted the victims to get treated with him representing the patients to bring the bogus injury claims against auto insurers. 
He offered to pay the pretend runner $300 or more for each person recruited. McCollister then unknowingly directed one of two 
undercover patients to be “treated” by chiro Huy Nguyen. 

McCollister’s fate was sealed when the undercover runner had lunch with McCollister, Nguyen and an MRI specialist named Quincy 
Chettupally in Minneapolis. The lunch was secretly video recorded, with the conspirators openly discussing the scheme. This ring and 
others were broken up by Operation Back Cracker — an ongoing effort by the Commerce Fraud Bureau, FBI and U.S. Attorney’s Office. 
McCollister stood to spend up to 16 months in federal prison. We guess that is one lunch meeting that did not sit too well. 

Toothless Tooth Con 
A dentist in the Milwaukee area broke patients’ teeth so he could falsely bill insurers $4.2 million for new crowns. Scott Charmoli of 
Grafton, Wisc., convinced patients they needed crowns, then deliberately ruined their teeth with his dental drill (ugh, just thinking about 
that sound makes people cringe) and captured photos of the damaged teeth (his own twisted masterpiece) and took X-rays of the damage. 

The greedy scheme played out by Charmoli first showing the patients an X-ray of a healthy tooth but then pointing to a line or a spot he 
said showed a “fracture” or “decay.” He then pressed the patients into agreeing to get a crown to fix the problem. The images of the 
teeth purposely damaged by him were sent to insurers as he sought payment for every crown performed. Insurers believed the images 
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were real and showed pre-operation damage, so they paid the submitted claims. Many of his patients also paid large co-pays, adding to 
his pockets. 

Reportedly, some of his patients were vulnerable individuals who were either involved in abusive relationships, recently widowed or 
survivors of cancer, meaning that many were scrounging paycheck to paycheck to afford the ridiculously hyped-up copays he charged 
them. The scheming dentist persuaded one patient named Todd Tedeschi to get two crowns in one sitting (who does that?!), even though 
his teeth seemed fine. In total, the unscrupulous dentist Charmoli performed over 700 procedures a year from 2016 to 2019 or 
approximately 2,100 crowns — he was at around the 95th percentile among dentists in the whole state. Charmoli received four-and-a-
half years in prison. Let’s see him chew on that! 

Urine Becomes Yellow Gold 
Two men bought small, struggling hospitals and then used them as pipelines for billing insurers for $1.4 billion of false urine tests. Even 
outside the city limits, healthcare fraud attracts the worst of the worst. Rural hospitals were ideal targets for the not-so-good intentional 
takeovers in Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi, by Jorge and Ricardo Perez. The hospitals they set their greedy sights on could charge 
insurers higher rates under agreements to “better serve” rural communities and it is a shame that they took that as an opportunity to 
execute their fraudulent behavior. 

Overall, the Perez brothers converted the rural hospitals into testing labs to bill insurers for phantom or inflated urine tests. The scheme 
made the hospitals appear to be legit facilities for the testing of urine of addicted patients. The sad reality is that other labs actually did 
the testing. Much of the lab testing billed through the rural hospitals involved unnecessary urine drug testing for vulnerable addiction 
treatment patients. 

Much too often patients were recruited through kickbacks paid to recruiters and med providers — frequently at sober homes or substance 
abuse treatment facilities. After private insurers began to question the bills, the Perezes moved on to another rural hospital to begin their 
sleazy profit scheme again. They always left the one they took over in the same or even a worse financial state as before. The results of 
these two sleazeballs is that three out of four rural hospitals they drained closed shortly thereafter. The Perez brothers were convicted 
and will be federally sentenced later.  

Slip & Fall Ring Tumbles 
A surgeon performed worthless and unneeded back surgeries on homeless and addicted people so a slip-and-fall ring could exploit them 
to maximize $31 million of insurance payouts. Dr. Sady Ribeiro pled guilty. The ring recruited more than 400 patients in the New York 
City area, and they were coached to lie that they tripped, fell and were hurt at pre-set locations. 

Sometimes they deliberately fell at sites such as cellar doors, cracks in concrete sidewalks and purported “potholes.” The supposedly 
injured patients were referred to colluding personal-injury attorneys, who falsely sued the site owners and their insurers. The patients 
were also told to receive ongoing chiro and other treatment from certain chiropractors and doctors, including Ribeiro. To continue with 
their lawsuits, the patients had to undergo two back surgeries. 

They were paid token sums $1,000-$1,500 after they completed surgery. The patients were desperate — addicted or recruited from 
homeless shelters. Many had to ask for food when they met with the lawyers. Often, they didn’t have clothing to stay warm during the 
winter. Litigation-funding companies financed the fraudulent lawsuits. “I will play a very honest ‘game’ with you. … I see the patient 
and I generate a very good dictation that justifies the treatment — there is a cost for that, and I hope a profit,” Ribeiro emailed litigation-
funding attorney Adrian Alexander. Ribeiro will serve up to five years and must forfeit $513,000. Alexander earlier pled guilty and 
could receive five years when sentenced. This was one time not to do what the doctor told you. 

Fraud Of the Living Dead? 
Some $17 million was falsely billed for medical equipment ordered by hundreds of people who turned out to be dead. A Raleigh, N.C. 
woman named Tanya Parrish Grant included a whopping 422 dead people in her bills. She reached out across the globe and paid firms 
in India and Pakistan to give her lists of Medicare patient names and personal identifiers. The lists came from overseas call centers that 
contacted Medicare patients to ask if they needed the equipment. Grant’s firms — Carolina Rehab Produces and Atlantic Brace — then 
turned around and billed Medicare. 

She charged Medicare without actually having physician orders and without shipping any of the products. Patients who received 
equipment and sent them back never triggered her to reimburse Medicare for the gear, solidifying her greed. 

When it came to being audited by Medicare contractors, Grant forged physician orders if no orders existed in her files. She used the 
money to buy a home near Raleigh; a townhome in Ft. Lauderdale; a Porsche and several Land Rovers. She also amassed more than $1 
million in cash and investments. She pled guilty and will spend up to 10 years in prison when sentenced. 

Yanking A Contractor’s Welcome Mat 
Thousands of homeowners lost everything when the Tubbs wildfire barreled through Sonoma County, Calif., in 2017. Then along came 
contractor Salvador Chiaramonte. He took more than $1 million of victims’ money and left them with unrepaired homes. The fire 
wrecked 4,600 homes. Victims signed about 40 construction contracts with Chiaramonte. He took money for work that was shoddily 
performed or not done at all. Chiaramonte missed deadlines, and broke promises on construction start dates. Victims saw their rebuilds 
drag on with no progress. One victim was D.M. Kelley, who lost his house. He met with Chiaramonte who repeatedly mentioned his 
Christian values. 
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Chiaramonte took over $100,000 from Kelley and did almost no work. Kelley demanded his money back. Chiaramonte said he needed 
the money to save his own home. “I said, ‘What about us? We have no houses!” Kelley retorted. Chiaramonte pled no contest and faces 
a six-year jail term, including 18 months of probation. 

Meanwhile, some of Chiaramonte’s victims still haven’t rebuilt their homes with their insurance money stolen. “A lot of them are still 
very emotionally raw,” says attorney Rich Freeman, who represents 14 homeowners in a lawsuit. “The horror of what they went through, 
losing everything in the fires, the emotional trauma of that, coupled with battling with their insurance companies to find out what their 
coverage was, only to have this guy run off with or squander their money and leave them scrambling — there’s almost nothing that 
could make them whole again.” 

For Subscribers Only I Have Published Special Insurance Videos 
I published today on Locals.com Video Number 23 of the Excellence in Claims Handling program on Specific, Blanket and reporting 
coverages. I also published on Substack.com Video Number 9 of the Excellence in Claims Handling Program available only to 
Subscribers. The subscribes have access to all the videos and a webinar on “The Examination Under Oath A Tool Available to Insurers 
to Thoroughly Investigate Claims and Work to Defeat Fraud.” 

The videos start with the history of insurance and work their way through various types of insurance and how to obtain and deal with 
insurance claims. 

Subscribe and receive videos limited to subscribers of Excellence in Claims Handling at locals.com 
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe. 

Subscribe to my publications at substack at substack.com/refer/barryzalma 

Go to substack at substack.com/refer/barryzalma 

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE, now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance 
claims handling, insurance bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and policyholders. He also serves as an arbitrator 

or mediator for insurance related disputes. He practiced law in California for more than 44 
years as an insurance coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 54 years in the 
insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and zalma@zalma.com 

Over the last 54 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and 
the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has created the following library of books and other 
materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance claims 
professionals. 

Barry Zalma, Inc., 4441 Sepulveda Boulevard, CULVER CITY CA 90230-4847, 310-
390-4455; Subscribe to Zalma on Insurance at locals.com 
https://zalmaoninsurance.local.com/subscribe. Subscribe to Excellence in Claims Handling 
at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. Write to Mr. Zalma at zalma@zalma.com; 
http://www.zalma.com; http://zalma.com/blog; I publish daily articles at 
https://zalma.substack.com, Go to the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Follow Mr. Zalma on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; 
Go to Barry Zalma videos at Rumble.com at https://rumble.com/c/c-262921; Go to the 
Insurance Claims Library – https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-claims-
library/ 


